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Preface 
 
 

The pilot study described in this manuscript is a first step in a research project aimed at 

investigating the relationship between working memory  capacity and sentence processing 

(and production) in the elderly and aphasic population.  

It was a daunting but also very exciting task to start  a research project for which no 

preliminary groundwork had been done at the department of linguistics at Utrecht 

University. I have learned and gained much over the last year, both from setting up and 

carrying out the experiment, as from the collaboration with my fellow experimenters; 

Anneloes Canestrelli, Liesbeth Janzen, and Daniëlle van der Plas.  

I would like to thank Frank Wijnen en Esther Ruigendijk for their helpful comments 

and availability for discussions at crucial steps in the experiment. 

I have come to realise through this experience that  ’doing research’ is  as much about 

endurance and persistence as about having good ideas. 

 

 

 

 

Else de Haan 

Utrecht, 22-02-07. 
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1. Purpose of this study 
 
This study was carried out in the context of a larger project entitled:  

 

“Effects of diminished working memory capacity on sentence processing and production, a comparison 

of elderly and aphasic adults”.  

 

In this project, led by Prof.dr.Frank Wijnen and dr.Esther Ruigendijk, the effect of sentence 

complexity on the offline sentence comprehension and online sentence processing is 

compared in the elderly and aphasic population. The influence of diminished working 

memory capacity in this population on sentence processing is investigated.  

 

The goal of this pilot study was twofold: First, to test whether the Auditory Moving Window 

(AMW) paradigm, pioneered by Ferreira et al. (1996), could be a useful task for exploring 

sentence processing. As far as we know, the AMW paradigm has not been used before to test 

sentence processing in Dutch. The second aim was to investigate the relationship between 

working memory capacity and relative clause processing. 

Our experimental setup was tested and validated with young, healthy participants.  

It is envisaged that the methodology established and validated in the experiment described 

here will be used to investigate in particular, the effects of diminished working memory 

capacity on sentence processing and production in the elderly and aphasic population.  
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2. Introduction 
 

 

2.1 Language processing and working memory 

 

The process of comprehending a sentence involves structuring a sequence of words 

syntactically and semantically to arrive at a representation of the sentence’s meaning 

(Gibson, 1998). Language processing is thought to pose large demands on working memory 

capacity. The term working memory applies  to a limited capacity system that is capable of 

storing and manipulating information and that is assumed to be an integral part of the 

human memory system (Baddeley, 1996). Working memory capacity refers here to both the 

capacity for storage as to the capacity to process information.  

A number of studies have shown that both elderly people and people with aphasia 

experience, to a certain extent, difficulties with comprehension and production of complex 

sentences. Only a  few studies have examined the exact relationship between working 

memory and online sentence comprehension tasks (Stine- Morrow et al., 2000; Fallon, Peelle 

& Wingfield, 2006; Zurif et al., 1995)). According to some authors, age- related declines in 

working memory (e.g., Salthouse, 1991) or limitations in working memory associated with 

aphasia ( Friedman & Gvion, 2003) underlie comprehension failures, especially when 

language is syntactically complex (Carpenter, Miyaki, & Just, 1994; Wingfield, Peelle, & 

Grossman, 2003).  

 What is not clear from the above findings however, is whether working memory 

deficits thought to contribute to older adults’ or aphasic adults’ poorer performance reflect 

declines in a general working memory resource or one that is specialized for language 

comprehension. Two viewpoints have dominated the debate around the relation between 

working memory and language processing. The single resource (SR) theory (Just & 

Carpenter, 1992) states that linguistic operations at the semantic, syntactic, and discourse 

levels of analysis operate in parallel and draw on a single, limited pool of resources, or 

“computational space”. This interactionist account implies that these numerous 

computational tasks compete on par for limited resources, making the obligation of limited 

processing resources to syntactic processing optional. To enable language comprehension, 

adequate capacity needs to be allocated to both storage and processing tasks. For example in 

a sentence like: “The horse that the man is riding is fast”, the NP “The horse” needs to be 

retained in working memory while the embedded sentence “that the man is riding” is being 

syntactically processed and thematic roles are assigned. Comprehension will suffer if the 

pool of resources is diminished, as may be the case in aging, or the allocation of resources to 

either storage or processing is imbalanced (Carpenter et al., 1994). When capacity is limited, 

allocation of resources to processing may lead to insufficient retention of previously heard 

linguistic material up to the moment of linguistic integration. On the other hand, allocating 

resources to storage may lead to a delay in processing, as inadequate capacity is available for 

the processing task. If the speed of linguistic processing is lower than the speed of (online) 

linguistic input comprehension problems will result. The single resource theory predicts that 

as a result of age- related working memory decline, young and older adults would be 

differentially responsive to constructions varying in syntactic complexity. The differences are 

expected to show up in different patterns of pause durations between young and older 

adults while listening to complex sentences  in online sentence processing tasks. 
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The opposite viewpoint, the separate sentence interpretation resource (SSIR) theory posits 

that syntactic processing is part of an integrated set of largely unconscious, rapid, obligatory, 

on- line, operations governed by a language- specific module of working memory (Caplan & 

Waters, 1999). According to this modular view, syntactic processing is so highly practised 

and specialized that it does not draw on generalized resources, and thus is unaffected by 

individual differences in overall working memory (Waters & Caplan, 2001, 2002; Waters, 

Caplan, & Yampolsky, 2003). Thus, comprehension difficulty would not arise directly from 

problems with syntactic parsing- which is online, or “interpretive”- but rather from demands 

of the “post- interpretive” processes carried out after the meaning of a sentence has been 

established. In other words, online sentence processing would not be affected by individual 

differences or decline in overall working memory as may be the case in the aging adult. 

However, according to the SSIR theory, individual differences or an overall decline in 

working memory could affect offline tasks such as answering comprehension probes or 

having to recall the material heard or read. Both accounts thus offer different predictions for 

older adults’ performance on offline and online language processing tasks that tap working 

memory in different ways.  

 

 

2.2 Relative clauses and theories of sentence processing 

 

Syntactic complexity is thought to be a major factor in the demand that is placed on working 

memory during language processing. Sentences containing subject or object relative clauses 

are ‘complex’ in that they contain more than one clause and the embedded relative clause 

interrupts the main clause. The first part of the main clause must be kept in memory while 

the embedded relative clause is being processed. As such, processing sentences containing 

relative clauses places a higher demand on working memory compared to processing simple 

sentences. A well established cross- linguistic observation from both offline and online 

studies is the higher complexity of an object- relative clause (OR) compared with a subject- 

relative clause (SR). An example of both clause types from English (1a & 1b) and Dutch (2a & 

2b) are given here 1,2 :  

 
(1) (a)  OR:  [IP The reporteri [CP  whoi [IP  the senator attacked t i ]] admitted the error]  

(b)  SR:  [IP The reporteri [ CP whoi [IP t i  attacked the senator]] admitted the error] 
         (examples from Gibson, 1998) 

 

(2) (a)  OR:  [IP  Morgen zal de professori  [CP diei [de studenten t i ontmoet hebben]] de  

  diploma’s uitreiken] 

  Tomorrow will the professor i, thati the students t i  met have the diplomas present 

  (Tomorrow the professor, whom the students have met will present the  

  diploma’s) 

 

(b)  SR:  [IP Morgen zal de professori [ CP diei [ IP ti de studenten ontmoet heeft]]  

de diploma’s   uitreiken] 

  Tomorrow will the professor i , that i  the students met has the diplomas present 

  (Tomorrow the professor, who has met the students, will present the diplomas) 
        (examples from Mak, 2001) 

 

1. Various different relative clause patterns exist. Our focus is on restrictive relative clauses with  definite NPs as head. 

2. The noun phrase (NP) to which the relative pronoun refers (the antecedent) is marked by the index i. 
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Several studies in English have shown that object- relative clauses produce more 

comprehension errors (Just & Carpenter, 1992; Waters & Caplan, 2001; Wingfield, Peelle, & 

Grossman, 2003; Fallon, Peelle & Wingfield, 2006). Increased patterns of neural activity for 

object- relative clauses were shown in functional imaging studies for English  and German 

(Just et al., 1996; Peelle et al.,2004; Mecklinger et al., 1995; Schriefers et al., 1995; Friederici et 

al.,1998). Slower pacing times were evidenced for English and Dutch in written and spoken 

contexts (written contexts: Stine- Morrow, Ryan, & Leonard, 2000; Mak, 2001; Mak, Vonk & 

Schriefers, 2002; spoken contexts: Waters & Caplan, 2001; Waters, Caplan, & Yampolsky, 

2003).  

Several linguistic theories have been proposed that explain the difference in subject- and 

object relative clause processing. Even though these theories agree that different sources of 

information (e.g., pragmatic, semantic and syntactic information) play a role in sentence 

processing, they strongly disagree on the manner and time course of integration of the 

various sources of information.  

Syntax- First theories (e.g., Minimal Attachment strategy by Ferreira & Clifton, 1986; 

Garden Path Model by Frazier, 1987; Active Filler Strategy by Frazier, 1987) assume a serial 

parser and claim that syntactic information governs the initial stages of processing. The 

Syntax First models posit that readers or listeners incorporate each word in a constituent 

structure as soon as it is encountered and attach the incoming material into the constituent 

structure using the fewest syntactic nodes consistent with the well- formedness rules of the 

language. Additionally, each incoming item is attached into the phrase or clause currently 

being processed, rather than closing the current phrase and taking the incoming item as a 

beginning of a new phrase or clause. Frazier (1987) proposed The Active Filler Strategy (AFS) 

to account for the processing difficulty encountered in the object relative clauses given in (1a) 

and (2a) repeated here: 

 
(1a) [IP The reporteri [CP  whoi [IP  the senator attacked t i ]] admitted the error]  

 

(2a) [IP  Morgen zal de professori  [CP diei [de studenten t i ontmoet hebben]] de     

diploma’s uitreiken] 

Tomorrow will the professori, that i the students met t i  have the diplomas present 

(Tomorrow the professor, whom the students have met will present the    

diplomas) 

 

According to current linguistic theory, relative clauses are derived by short movement of the 

relative pronoun (e.g. Carnie, 2002; Haegeman, 2006). In the subject relative clause, the 

relative pronoun originates in subject position and is then moved to clause- initial position. 

In the object relative clause, the relative pronoun originates in the object position and is also 

moved to clause- initial position. Movement of the relative pronoun is illustrated in (1a) and 

(2a), where the empty position that the relative pronoun leaves behind after movement has 

taken place is indicated by t. The empty position that the relative pronoun leaves behind in 

the structure is called a gap, and the relative pronoun is the filler for the gap. The AFS states 

that when a reader or listener encounters a filler it is assigned to the earliest possible gap 

(empty) position in the structure. In relative clauses in English and Dutch, this means that 

the relative pronoun is assigned to the subject position, because this is the earliest position 

possible. This strategy works well for subject relative clauses such as (1b) and (2b): 
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(1b) [IP The reporteri [ CP whoi [IP ti  attacked the senator]] admitted the error] 

(2b) [IP Morgen zal de professori [ CP diei [ IP ti de studenten ontmoet heeft]] de diploma’s uitreiken] 

 Tomorrow will the professor i , that i the students met has the diplomas present 

(Tomorrow the professor, who has met the students, will present the diplomas) 

 

as there is indeed an empty subject position due to movement of the relative pronoun to 

clause- initial position ([ Spec, CP])  in both sentences. The AFS is problematic however for 

object relative clauses such as (1a) and (2a): 

 
(1a)  [IP The reporteri [CP  whoi [IP  the senator attacked t i ]] admitted the error]  

(2a) [IP  Morgen zal de professori  [CP diei [de studenten t i ontmoet hebben]] de    

diploma’s uitreiken] 
 Tomorrow will the professor i, that i the students t i  met have the diplomas present 

  (Tomorrow the professor, whom the students have met will present the   

  diplomas) 

 

The processing problems that object relative clauses pose in English are different from those 

posed by Dutch (Frazier, 1987). In the object relative clause in English (example 1a) the AFS 

encounters a problem as the subject position is occupied (by the NP the senator in example 

1a). English being an SVO language, the incorrect parse, in the case of object relative clauses, 

becomes evident at the NP following immediately after the pronoun. Here, word order 

disambiguates an object relative reading from a subject relative reading early on in the 

sentence. It is hypothesized that the complexity of object relatives is due to the fact that the 

head of the relative must remain unstructured, held in a special memory buffer for longer 

than is necessary for subject relatives (Frazier, 1987). Thus, in (1a) the NP the reporter (in 1a) 

needs to be kept in a memory buffer until its thematic role can be assigned to the empty 

object position (t) after the verb.  

Dutch being a SOV language, subject and object relative clauses are both verb- final. 

The position of the verb does not disambiguate the grammatical function of the NPs in the 

relative clause. Examples (2a) and (2b) show the difference in location of the empty position 

(t) left behind by movement of the relative pronoun in object vs subject relatives. For Dutch, 

the AFS predicts that the structure [t NP] should be preferred to the structure [NP t ] in any 

construction in which an obligatory filler precedes a gap. Thus, Dutch readers or listeners 

initially assign the subject relative analysis to temporarily ambiguous relatives such as  (2a) 

and (2b), repeated here: 
 

(2a) [IP  Morgen zal de professori  [CP diei [de studenten t i ontmoet hebben]] de    

diploma’s uitreiken] 
 Tomorrow will the professor i, that i the students t i  met have the diplomas present 

  (Tomorrow the professor, whom the students have met will present the   

 diplomas) 

(2b) [IP Morgen zal de professori [ CP diei [ IP ti de studenten ontmoet heeft]] de diploma’s uitreiken] 

 Tomorrow will the professor i , that i the students met has the diplomas present 

(Tomorrow the professor, who has met the students, will present the diplomas) 

 

Here, the relative pronoun die is first assigned to the subject position and the NP de studenten 

to the object position leading to a subject relative reading of both sentences. Compared to 

English, the incorrect parse in the case of an object relative clause as in (2a) becomes evident 
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much later in the sentence, namely at the number marking of the clause- final auxiliary. In 

the example given, the object relative reading is disambiguated from a subject relative 

reading only by the plural form of the auxiliary verb. At this position it becomes evident that 

the initial interpretation is wrong, leading to a reanalysis of the clause.  

In sentences in which both noun phrases are identical in number, the number 

marking on the verb will not help to disambiguate the role of the noun phrases. Thus, subject 

and object relative clauses as in (3) remain ambiguous: 
 

(3) (a) .…de vriendi diei [ ti mijn tante bezocht heeft]  = subject relative 

  the friend who has visited my aunt 

(b)….de vriendi diei [mijn tante ti  bezocht heeft]    = object relative 

  the friend who my aunt has visited       
               (examples from Frazier,1987)

    

In both English and Dutch in sentences like (1a) and (2a), the incorrect parse in the case of 

object relatives necessitates a reanalysis which places demands on working memory. In 

experiments of online sentence processing, reanalysis becomes evident in longer pause 

durations (reading times/ listening times) compared to subject relative clauses for English at 

the position of the second NP ; for Dutch at the position of the auxiliary.  

The Syntactic Prediction Locality Theory (SPLT; Gibson, 1998) explains the preference for 

subject relative clauses on the basis of the memory load of the alternatives. Memory cost is 

associated with remembering each functional category that is required to complete the 

current input string as a grammatical sentence. There is a difference in the number of 

required categories between subject relative clauses and object relative clauses. The parser 

prefers the interpretation with the fewest predicted categories. Upon encountering the 

relative pronoun in relative clauses, two categories (a subject NP- trace and a verb) are 

needed to complete the clause as a subject relative clause. In contrast, three categories ( a 

subject NP, an object NP- trace and a verb) are needed to complete the sentence as an object 

relative clause. Thus, the clause is analysed as a subject relative clause as this analysis is least 

costly to memory.  

The AFS and the SPLT both assume that the initial analysis of the relative clause as either 

a subject relative or an object relative is made exclusively on the basis of syntactic 

information and that this initial analysis is made immediately at the relative pronoun. In 

contrast, ‘interactive‘ theories/ models of language processing claim that all available sources 

of information (semantic, pragmatic and syntactic) are used immediately and simultaneously 

in sentence processing and interpretation (Trueswell, Tanenhaus, & Garnsey, 1994). 

The Perspective Hypothesis (MacWhinney, 1998; MacWhinney & Pléh, 1988) and the 

closely allied Topichood Hypothesis proposed by Mak (2001) and Mak, Vonk, & Schriefers 

(2002, 2006), explain the preference for subject relative clauses in terms of perspective 

maintenance3. MacWhinney (1998) noted that perspective can be viewed as the pragmatic 

counterpart of the formal category of subject. In subject relative clauses, the reader or listener 

does not have to change perspective ( or topic) to interpret the sentence. The antecedent has 

already been introduced, and is therefore available to the reader/ listener as topic. The  topic  
 
 

3. There is a notable difference between the two hypotheses: according to the Perspective Hypothesis the preference the role of 

the antecedent in the main clause;, while the Topichood Hypothesis assumes that the preference is based on the fact that the 

antecedent is the topic of the relative clause itself. 
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is preserved when the antecedent is the subject of the relative clause. According to this 

theory the object relative clause should be the most difficult structure since it requires first a 

shift to the subject of the relative clause and then a shift back to the perspective of the head. 

Consider the object relative clause (2a) which is repeated here: 
 

(2) (a) [IP  Morgen zal de professori  [CP diei [de studenten t i ontmoet hebben]] de    

 diploma’s uitreiken] 
 Tomorrow will the professor i, that i the students t i  met have the diplomas present 

  (Tomorrow the professor, whom the students have met will present the   

  diplomas) 

 

In (2a) the first perspective or subject is de professor. Then perspective is changed to de 

studenten and finally back to de professor in order to process the rest of the clause. This 

perspective shift (or topic change) may place additional demands on working memory. 

 

 

2.3 Sentence complexity and demands on working memory  

 

The different theories of sentence processing name different determinants of relative clause 

processing difficulty. Syntactic theories focus on determinants like the grammatical roles 

played by the head of the relative clause, word order configurations and the interruption of 

processing units. In object relative sentences the head noun phrase fulfills the syntactic role 

of subject of the main clause and object of the relative clause. This dual assignment makes 

thematic role assignment in the object construction more complex. Moreover, to 

disambiguate these thematic roles, reactivation of the object is required after the verb and the 

reader (or listener) must keep the subject of the sentence in mind for a longer time in object 

relative than in subject relative sentences (Cook et al., 2001).  

The perspective hypothesis and the Topichood analysis explain the difference in 

complexity by referring to a shift in perspective or topic which object relatives require during 

processing.  

Irrespective of the different theories it is assumed that an incorrect parse which 

necessitates a reanalysis is costly to working memory resources. The examples from English 

and Dutch provided earlier, show that in Dutch, the ambiguity of the thematic role of the 

pronoun is resolved only towards the end of the sentence. In English, this ambiguity is 

resolved much earlier, i.e. upon encountering the NP (or verb) in the relative clause. As such, 

it may be hypothesized that processing object relative sentences in Dutch is particularly 

demanding of working memory resources.  

The complexity difference between subject and object relative clauses in terms of 

processing makes them especially suitable to test the effect of complexity on sentence 

processing in individuals with diminished working memory capacity. Interaction between 

working memory measures and online processing of object relative clauses may be found in 

individuals with diminished working memory capacity.  
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2.4 Previous studies on the online processing of  Dutch relative clauses 

 

Frazier (1987) was the first to provide evidence of the complexity difference between object 

and relative clause processing in Dutch using a selfpaced reading, moving window, 

paradigm. She postulated the AFS to explain her results which states that in the initial stages 

of processing, incoming words are attached to the syntactic structure by a syntactic module 

that is immune to non- syntactic information.  

Mak (2001) and Mak, Vonk and Schriefers (2002, 2006) investigated the effects of 

pragmatic, semantic and syntactic variables on the online processing of Dutch relative 

clauses in a series of experiments using  selfpaced reading and eyetracking paradigms.  

Manipulation of animacy of the NPs in the experimental sentences  showed that 

readers use the animacy of the antecedent NP and the NP in the relative clause to guide the 

assignment of the syntactic roles of subject and object. A difference in reading times in 

subject- and object- relative clauses, i.e. a preference for subject- relative clauses over object 

relative clauses, was found only when the antecedent and the NP in the relative clause were 

both animate or inanimate. No such difference in reading times was found when the subject 

was animate and the object was inanimate as in (4): 
 

(4) (a) Subject Relative Clause, Inanimate Object 

Vanwege het onderzoek moeten de inbrekers, die de computer gestolen hebben,      

nog een tijdje op het bureau blijven. 

Because of the investigation must the burglars, who the computer stolen have, some time stay 

at the police station. 

(“Because of the investigation, the burglars, who stole the computer, had to stay at the 

police station for some time”.) 

 

 

(b) Object Relative Clause, Inanimate Object 

Vanwege het onderzoek moet de computer, die de inbrekers gestolen hebben, nog een 

tijdje op het politiebureau blijven. 

Because of the investigation must the computer, that the burglars stolen have, some time stay 

at the police station. 

(“Because of the investigation, the computer, that the burglars stole had to remain at 

the police station for some time”.) 
        (examples from Mak, 2001) 

 

 

In another study using relative clauses with two inanimate NPs (Mak, 2001) it was shown 

that it is not animacy per se which influences processing but a difference in animacy  between 

the two NPs involved in the relative clause. To test whether the difference in animacy 

between the two NPs is the only factor that influences the parsing decisions, further 

experiments were conducted using subject relative clauses and object relative clauses with an 

inanimate subject and an animate object as (5): 

 
(5) (a)  Subject Relative Clause, Inanimate Subject 

  In het dorp is de rots, die de wandelaars verpletterd heeft, het gesprek van de dag. 

  In the town is the rock, that the hikers crushed has, the talk of the day. 

  (“In the town the rock, that has crushed the hikers, is the talk of the day”.) 
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      (b)  Object Relative Clause, Inanimate Subject 

  In het dorp zijn de wandelaars, die de rots verpletterd heeft, het gesprek van de dag. 

  In the town are the hikers, that the rock crushed has, the talk of the day. 

  (“In the town the hikers, that the rock has crushed, are the talk of the day”.) 

 

The authors reasoned that if the animacy difference determined the parsing decision, reading 

times should be the same for both types of sentences. In both cases, when the second NPs 

have been read, the animate entity should be chosen as the subject and a reanalysis is 

necessary in (5a) and (5b), either at the past participle, on the basis of semantic information, 

or at the auxiliary on the basis of number marking.  However, reading times were longer in 

object relatives clauses (5b) than in subject relative clauses (5a). These results were taken to 

indicate that apart from the difference in animacy between the two NPs there should be an 

additional influence on the choice of the subject of the relative clause. Mak (2001) postulates 

the Topichood Hypothesis to account for his observations. The Topichood Hypothesis claims 

that readers prefer the entity that is most topical to be the subject of the relative clause. The 

antecedent of the relative clause is the topic of the relative clause, because the relative clause 

is a statement about the antecedent. The relative pronoun referring to the antecedent will be 

preferred as the subject of the relative clause. Animacy and topichood both influence the 

choice of syntactic subject in (5a) and (5b). In (5a) animacy makes the NP in the relative 

clause (de wandelaars) a plausible subject, and topichood makes the inanimate antecedent NP 

(de rots)  a plausible subject. According to Mak, the reader decides between the alternatives 

on the basis of semantic content of the past participle (verpletterd) or on basis of the number 

marking on the auxiliary (heeft), and hence does not have to make a reanalysis. In contrast, in 

(5b), both animacy and topichood put forward the antecedent NP (de wandelaars) as the 

subject of the relative clause, and hence processing difficulty arises when the semantic 

content of the past participle (verpletterd) or the number marking on the auxiliary (heeft) show 

that this is incorrect.   

The studies by Mak (2001) and Mak, Vonk, & Schriefers (2002, 2006) showed that the 

analysis of the relative clause is guided by an interplay of topichood and the animacy of the 

entities in the relative clause and that the influence of these factors is immediate.  
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3. The present study 
 

 

The present study is modelled broadly on the studies of Mak (2001) and Mak, Vonk, & 

Schriefers(2002, 2006) on Dutch relative clause processing. These authors obtained their 

results using written language in a self- paced, moving window paradigm. We wish to 

validate the Auditory Moving Window paradigm (Ferreira et al., 1996) by replicating the 

results obtained by Mak and co-authors, but for spoken language.  

The research questions that will be addressed in this study are: 

 

(1) Can the Auditory Moving Window paradigm be used to investigate online  auditory 

processing of Dutch relative clauses? 

(2) What is the effect of manipulation of animacy and plausibility on relative clause 

processing? 

(3) Is a relationship present between measures of working memory and auditory 

processing of Dutch relative clauses in young, healthy participants? 

 

 

3.1 The Auditory Moving Window paradigm 

 

The Auditory Moving Window (AMW) or self- paced listening paradigm (SPL) was first 

described by Ferreira et al. in 1996. In this task, participants listen to sentences that have been 

digitized and broken up in a series of phrases, or segments. Participants’ task is to pace their 

way through each sentence as quickly as possible by pressing a button on a box interfaced 

with the computer for the successive presentation of each segment of the sentence. It is 

presumed that when listeners require extra time to process information, they will exhibit 

correspondingly longer pause durations before initiating subsequent segments.  These pause 

durations are  thought to reflect participants’ responsiveness to particular linguistic features.  

According to Marslen- Wilson (1987), online tasks are sensitive to the time course of 

the largely unconscious, obligatory processing that occurs as the words in a sentence are 

recognized and integrated into the developing representation of a sentence. As in self- paced 

moving- window reading , cross- modal naming or lexical decision tasks, any effects of the 

independent linguistic variables on the dependent variable can reasonably interpreted as a 

reflection of unconscious processing of the linguistic structure in question. Waters and 

Caplan (2001) state that: 
 

“The basic rationale of these tasks is that when other factors are held constant or partialed out, the 

measurements of reaction times can be interpreted as reflecting the demands of words and phrases as 

they are perceived and integrated in to the sentence”. 

 

The AMW technique is thought to capture patterns of resource allocation during online 

obligatory linguistic processing (Waters & Caplan, 2001).  

For English, a number of authors have provided evidence that the AMW task is able 

to show effects of syntactic complexity in young and older adults (Ferreira et al., 1996; 

Caplan & Waters, 2001; Fallon, Peelle, & Wingfield, 2006) as well as in aphasics and controls 
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(Caplan & Waters, 2003). Thus far,  no studies have been reported in the literature using this 

technique for Dutch. 

 

We employed two types of sentences that differed in syntactic complexity, i.e. sentences 

containing a subject- relative clause and sentences containing an object- relative clause to test 

online sentence processing using the AMW paradigm.   

 

 

 3.2 Preliminary considerations in constructing the stimulus sentences  

 

Initially we set out to use sentence material that was created by Mak (2001) for his study on 

the online processing of relative clauses in Dutch. Mak (2001) used a center- embedded 

(nested) relative clause structure in his experiments. A syntactic structure A is said to be 

center-embedded or nested within a structure B if B contains A, such that there is at least one 

constituent of B to the left and to the right of A as in (6): 

 
(6) Vanwege het onderzoek moet de bewoner, die de inbrekers beroofd hebben, nog een tijdje op 

het politiebureau blijven.  

Because of the investigation must the occupant, who the burglars robbed have, some time stay at the 

police station. 

(“Because of the investigation, the burglars, who stole the computer, had to stay at the police 

station for some time”.) 
        (examples taken from Mak, 2001). 

 

In (6), the RC “…die de inbrekers beroofd hebben” is nested within the main clause 

“Vanwege het onderzoek moet de bewoner nog een tijdje op het politie bureau blijven”. The 

main clause is headed by a modal auxiliary and the lexical verb is positioned after the RC 

and is sentence final. Within the processing literature, center-embedded or nested structures, 

a specific case of recursive structures, have received considerable attention and have proven 

to be more difficult to process than a rightbranching RC (Gibson et al., 2004).  

With the objective of our pilot study in mind, we reasoned that processing sentences with a 

center- embedded RC as used by Mak (2001) might place too high a demand on available 

resources of an elderly or aphasic population, as age related declines or limitations in 

working memory have been demonstrated by a number of authors (see chapter 2). We  

therefore decided to construct sentence material with a rightbranching RC and an 

intransitive verb in the main clause as in (7):  

 
(7)  Naast de wijkagent stond de buurman die de jongens geslagen hebben na hun  gemene 

opmerkingen. 

Next to the local police officer stood the neighbour who the boys hit have after their nasty remarks. 

(“The neigbour, whom the boys hit after their nasty remarks, stood next to the local police 

officer”.) 
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3.3  Manipulation of animacy  

 

In our study we wish to replicate the effects of animacy of the NPs on the processing of 

Dutch subject and object relative clauses found by Mak (2001) and Mak, Vonk, & Schriefers 

(2002, 2006). Their findings led us to manipulate animacy of the object NP in the 

experimental sentences. We constructed sentences with relative clauses containing two 

animate NPs and sentences with one animate and one inanimate NP for the present study. 

The first set of sentences (animate subject & animate object) served as a test condition to 

establish if the Auditory Moving Window paradigm could establish a difference in listening 

times between subject and  object relative sentences. The second set of sentences (animate 

subject & inanimate object) served as control condition in our study. 

 

 

3.4  Manipulation of plausibility 

 

The initial assignment  of the subject and object roles in a relative clause could, potentially, 

be influenced by semantic information carried verb in the relative clause, as in (8) and (9): 

 
(8) In de wachtruimte stond de bewaker die de gevangenen geketend heeft tijdens hun pauze. 

In the waiting area stood the guard who the prisoners chained has during their break. 

(“The guard who had chained the prisoners during their break stood in the waiting area”.) 

 

(9)  In de wachtruimte stonden de gevangenen die de bewaker geketend heeft tijdens zijn  pauze.

 In the waiting area stood the prisoners who the guard chained has during his break. 

(“The prisoners who had been chained by the guard during his break stood in the waiting 

area”.) 

 

In (8) and (9), one of the  NPs, i.e. de bewaker (the guard), is more likely to be the  subject of 

the main verb (geketend,  chained) than the other (de gevangenen, the prisoners). If the initial 

assignment of the subject and object roles takes place at the past participle (geketend, chained)  

and the semantic bias guides the parse, no difference in reading (or listening) times would be 

expected at the auxiliary between object relatives like (9) and subject relatives like (8). This is 

because the relevant semantic information is available before the auxiliary has been read (or 

heard) and thus disambiguation of an object relative reading from an subject relative reading 

is possible before the auxiliary is read (or heard).  

By contrast, no semantic information is available on the past participle that could 

guide parsing decisions in sentences like (10) and (11):  
 

(10)  In de wachtruimte stond de bewaker die de gevangenen gesproken heeft tijdens hun pauze.

In the waiting area stood the guard who the prisoners spoken to has during their break. 

(“The guard who had spoken to the prisoners during their break stood in the waiting area”.) 

 

(11) In de wachtruimte stonden de gevangenen die de bewaker gesproken heeft tijdens zijn pauze.

In the waiting area stood the prisoners who the guard spoken to has during his break. 

(“The prisoners who had been spoken to by the guard during his break stood in the waiting 

area”.) 
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Here, both protagonists i.e. the NP de bewaker ( the guard) and the NP de gevangenen (the 

prisoners) are equally likely to be the subject of the semantically neutral main verb 

(gesproken, spoken to). Sentences like these are ambiguous with regard to a subject versus an 

object relative reading up to the auxiliary where number information allows disambiguation.  

 

The Active Filler Strategy (Frazier, 1987) states that the reader or listener immediately 

assigns the relative pronoun the subject function in the relative clause. This assignment 

should not be influenced by semantic information present later in the clause. Hence, a 

plausibility bias introduced by a verb in the relative clause for which only one of the 

protagonists is a semantically plausible subject should not guide the initial parse. According 

to the AFS, readers (or listeners) will show longer reading ( or listening times) in the object 

relative clauses with a semantic bias on the past participle as in (8) and (9), as well as in 

object relative clauses without a semantic bias as in (10) and (11).  

The AFS predicts that in the semantically biased object relative clauses like (9), 

readers (or listeners) may make a semantically driven reanalysis  at the past participle, or a 

syntactically driven reanalysis at the auxiliary. These reanalyses will result in longer reading 

(or listening) times in object relative clauses compared to reading times (or listening times) in 

subject relative clauses. In the absence of a semantic information, potentially influencing 

initial parsing decisions, processing difficulties are expected to show up at the 

disambiguating auxiliary in objective relatives like (11).   

The prediction of the AFS that the preference for subject relative clause is established 

before the past participle is read was tested for German (Schriefers, Friederici & Kuhn, 1995) 

and Dutch (Mak, 2001). The results of both studies were consistent with the AFS: reading 

times at the auxiliary were longer in object relatives, despite a semantic bias of the past 

participle which made an object relative reading implausible. Schriefers, Friederici and Kuhn 

(1995) assessed reading times at the auxiliary in semantically biased and semantically neutral 

conditions. In both conditions, auxiliaries disambiguating the relative clause to an object 

relative were associated with longer reading times than those indicating a subject relative 

clause. 

Mak (2001) did not, however, test relative clause processing containing two animate 

NPs in semantically neutral conditions. To test the effect of plausibility manipulation on 

relative clause processing, we selected verbs that carried a bias with respect to which 

protagonist is the most likely subject of the relative clause for half of the experimental  

sentences and verbs that were neutral with respect to the two readings for the other half of 

the experimental sentences ( set I: see 3.1.2.1). 

 

 

3.5  Measures of working memory 

 

We chose three different task to assess the storage and computational aspect of working 

memory: forward and backward digit span (Wechsler, 1970), and reading span (Daneman & 

Carpenter, 1982). The forward digit span task taps the storage aspect of working memory, 

while the backward digit span task taps both the storage and computational aspect of 

working memory.  

The Daneman and Carpenter reading span task requires the participant to process 

additional information while holding the last words of the first set of sentences in mind. As 

such, it may present a better measure of working memory with regard to processing 
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linguistics information. Also, it has been documented that working memory capacity, as 

measured by performance on tasks such as the Daneman and Carpenter reading- span task, 

declines with age (Daneman & Carpenter, 1980; Daneman & Merikle, 1996; Waters and 

Caplan, 2001) and therefore suits the objective of our study.  

 

 

3.6 Expectations of the present study 

 

First, based on the evidence provided by authors who employed the AMW task for English,  

we expected to validate the Auditory Moving Window paradigm for Dutch, using two types 

of sentences that differ in syntactic complexity, i.e. subject relative and object relative clauses. 

Longer listening times were expected at the disambiguating auxiliary in object relative 

clauses compared to subject relative clauses in sentences with two animate NPs.  

Second, we expected to find an effect of manipulation of animacy on the processing of  

relative clauses, in that a difference would be found in listening times between subject and 

object relative clauses when both the antecedent and the object are animate. In contrast, we 

expected to find no such difference in listening times between the two types of relative 

clauses when the antecedent is animate and the object is inanimate. 

Third, we did not expect to find an effect of manipulation of plausibility on relative 

clause processing in that listeners will still show longer listening times in the object relative 

clauses despite semantic manipulation of the past participle in the relative clause.  

Fourth, with regard to the relationship between measures of working memory and 

the online processing of relative clauses, we expected to find an effect of working memory 

span on segment listening times. Different patterns of pause durations were expected 

between participants with low vs. high working memory span. 
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4. Methods 
 

 

4.1 Participants 

 

A total of 48 individuals with ages between 18 and 26 years (M= 21.7 , SD = 2.3 ) volunteered 

to participate in the study. Of these individuals 41 were female and 7 male. Participants were 

native speakers of Dutch and had normal hearing. The majority of participants (n= 47) were 

undergraduate or graduate students at Utrecht University.  One participant studied at an 

institute of higher professional education (HBO). Participants were unaware of the purpose 

of the experiment.  

  

4.2 Material for the AMW task 

 

We created a total of 192 experimental sentences (appendix A) and 96 fillers (for details see 

3.3 & appendix B). The experimental sentences consisted of two sets of 48 sentence pairs in 

each set.  

 The first set (set I) consisted of sentences (n=96) with two animate NP’s; the second set 

(set II) consisted of sentences (n=96) with one animate and one inanimate NP.  In set I, the 

first sentence of each pair contained a subject relative clause with an animate subject and 

animate object. The second sentence of the pair was the object relative clause counterpart of 

this sentence. The counterpart was derived by exchanging the antecedent NP and the NP in 

the relative clause.  

In set II, the sentences contained one animate and one inanimate NP. The first 

sentence of each pair contained a subject relative clause with an animate subject, but an 

inanimate object. The second sentence of the pair was its object relative counterpart. 

Examples of each type of experimental sentence are given in table 1. 
 

Table 1 Example materials in experiment 

Set I: 

 1. Subject Relative Clause, Animate Object (SRA) 

In de wachtruimte stond de bewaker die de gevangenen geketend heeft tijdens hun pauze. 

In the waiting area stood the guard who the prisoners chained has during their break. 

“The guard who had chained the prisoners during their break stood in the waiting area”. 

  

 2. Object Relative Clause, Animate Object ( ORA) 

In de wachtruimte stonden de gevangenen die de bewaker geketend heeft tijdens zijn pauze. 

In the waiting area stood the prisoners who the guard chained has during his break. 

“The prisoners who were chained by the guard during his break stood in the waiting area”. 

 

Set II: 

 1. Subject Relative Clause, Inanimate Object (SRIA) 

Op de oprit stonden de  monteurs die de auto onderzocht hadden voordat de klant arriveerde. 

In the driveway stood the mechanics who the car examined had before the customer arrived. 

“The mechanics who had examined the car before the customer arrived stood in the driveway”. 

  

 2. Object Relative Clause, Inanimate Object (ORIA) 

Op de oprit stond de auto die de monteurs onderzocht hadden voordat de klant arriveerde 

In the driveway stood the car that the mechanics examined had before the customer arrived. 

“The car that the mechanics had examined before the customer arrived stood in the driveway”. 
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4.2.1 Template of the experimental sentences 

 

The template for each of the sentences was identical and consisted of a main clause followed 

by a relative clause. The main clause consisted of a prepositional phrase, an intransitive verb 

and a noun phrase. The relative clause consisted of the sequence: pronoun, noun phrase, 

main verb (past participle), auxiliary and prepositional phrase. In all the experimental items, 

the same non neuter relative pronoun was used (die). Neuter nouns were not used because 

the neuter relative pronoun (dat) is homophonous with a complementizer in Dutch.  The 

sentence final prepositional phrase contained a pronoun that referred to the NP 

contained in the RC. In this way, the sentence final PP could only be linked to the RC 

and not to the main clause. 
The number of words in the main clause and the relative clause were kept constant 

(n= 11) across all experimental items up to the pronoun in the sentence final prepositional 

phrase. The average number of syllables in the relative clause of the experimental items was 

7.66 syllables (SD = 1.23, range 5-12). The auxiliary verb in the relative clause was either 

heeft/ hebben (has/have) or had/ hadden (had/have) in all sentences. The preposition heading 

the sentence final prepositional phrase always consisted of a two syllable word.  

 The main verb in the relative clause consisted of the past participle of a transitive 

verb, taking a direct accusative object. 

In both sets, the number of the protagonist (singular/ plural) was balanced across the 

items. As a result the singular and plural form of the auxiliary in the relative clause was 

balanced across items as well. Tense of the auxiliary verb (present/ simple past) in the 

relative clause was not balanced across the items but chosen for each item on basis of 

intuition of, and by consensus among the four experimenters. The content words used in the 

experimental sentences were not matched for lexical frequency. The area of interest in the 

stimuli sentences consisted of the disambiguating auxiliary heeft/ hebben and had/ hadden 

which were kept constant across sentences.  

 The final prepositional phrase was included in the sentences for two reasons. First, to 

avoid ‘wrap- up’ effects interfering with measurements at the auxiliary; i.e. obtaining longer 

listening times at the auxiliary due to its sentence final position. This effect has been 

demonstrated in reading experiments, where increments in reading times at major linguistic 

boundaries were especially large for object relatives (e.g., King & Just, 1991; Stine- Morrow, 

Ryan, & Leonard, 2000). Second, inclusion of the prepositional phrase allowed us to measure 

differences in listening time that occur after disambiguation. At the first word (s) after the 

auxiliary, differences in listening time between subject and object relatives may arise as a 

consequence of the fact that reanalysis starts some time after disambiguation, or as a 

consequence of spill- over effects from the disambiguation region into the next word(s) as 

suggested by Just, Carpenter, & Woolley (1982). 

 

 

4.2.2. Manipulation of plausibility 

 
In set I, we balanced semantic (plausibility) bias of the main verb in the relative clause across 

the items. For half of the sentences in this set, we selected verbs that carried a bias with 

respect to which protagonist is the most likely subject of the relative clause as in (12): 
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(12) In de wachtruimte stond de bewaker die de gevangenen geketend heeft tijdens hun pauze.

In the waiting area stood the guard who the prisoners chained has during their break. 

(“The guard who had chained the prisoners during their break stood in the waiting area”.) 

 

In the other half of the sentences, verbs were used that are semantically neutral with respect 

to which protagonist is the most likely subject of the relative clause as in (13): 

 
(13) Aan de bar zaten de zwemmers die de instructeur gecomplimenteerd hebben op zijn 

afscheidsfeestje. 

 At the bar sat the swimmers who the instructor complimented have at his farewell party. 

 (“The swimmers who have complimented the instructor at his farewell party sat at the bar”.) 

 

Semantic bias on the verb was not balanced across sentences in set II, as it is not possible to 

select verbs that are semantically unbiased with respect to which protagonist is the most 

likely subject of the relative clause in sentences with an animate and an inanimate 

protagonist. The biases were established and judged by the experimenters.  

A direct consequence of the less complex sentence structure we chose, and the 

semantic manipulation of the verb in the relative clause, was that it proved impossible to 

match set I and II with regard to the verb in the main clause, relative clause, and the content 

words used. The prescribed intransitive verb in the main clause offers very limited choice in 

selecting an inanimate NP as subject in the man clause. Also, selecting biased and non- 

biased verbs for which animate and non animate objects are equally plausible agents is not 

possible. As a result, our experiment does not allow a direct comparison of the results 

obtained with sentences from set I and set II. As such, the present study does not allow 

testing for interaction between syntax and animacy. This does however not interfere with the 

objective of the present study: assessing if the differences in the processing of Dutch relative 

clauses can be reproduced with the Auditory Moving Window paradigm. In fact, the 

sentences in set II serve as a control condition to the effects obtained with set I. 

 

 

4.2.3 Filler sentences  

 

We created a total of 96 fillers, half of which consisted of sentences with a similar structure as 

the experimental sentences and half with a different structure. The filler sentences with a 

similar structure contained either the neuter pronoun dat or were ambiguous as to which 

protagonist was the subject or object in the sentence as in (14): 

 

(14) In het restaurant zaten de gasten die de kelners beledigd hadden terwijl ze wijn serveerden.  

 In the restaurant sat the guests who the waiters insulted had while they wine served. 

 “The guests who insulted the waiters while they served wine sat in the restaurant”  

or:  

“The guests whom the waiters insulted while they served wine sat in the restaurant” 

 

For a quarter of the experimental sentences and filler sentences, we created true/ false 

comprehension probes (n= 72) to stimulate participants’ concentration on the sentence 

content. The comprehension probes  were worded in such a way that they did not ask about 

thematic roles to avoid drawing attention to the purpose of the experiment. An example of a 

stimulus sentence with its corresponding comprehension probe is given in (15): 
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(15) In het aquarium zwommen de dolfijnen die de duiker onderzocht had voordat  ze 

 op reis gingen.  

 Comprehension probe: De dolfijnen zwommen in de baai.      Juist/ Onjuist 

 In the aquarium swam the dolphins that the diver examined had before they went on 

 a trip. 

 Comprehension probe: The dolphins swam in the bay.       True/ False 

 (“The dolphins that the diver examined before they went on a trip swam 

 in the  aquarium” 

 Comprehension probe: “The dolphins swam in the bay”    True/ False) 

  

 

4.2.4 Preparation of the material for the AMW task 

 

All sentences were recorded in a sound- attenuated room by a male speaker of Dutch who 

was judged to speak without a noticeable accent. The sentences were recorded and digitized 

with a PC using Audacity 1.2.6 (AudacityStore.com, 2005) at a sampling rate of 48 kHz and 

16-bit quantization. To facilitate later segmentation of the recorded material, the speaker 

spoke at a slightly slower rate than usual whilst maintaining normal intonation and prosody. 

The speaker was not made aware of the purpose of the experiment and was presented with a 

stimulus sentence list that was ordered quasi randomly at the time of recording. The stored 

waveform files were resampled at 32 KHz and edited using Praat 4.5.0.2 (Boersma & 

Weenink, 2005). Prior to defining the boundaries of the presentation of segments, every 

waveform file was inspected visually and auditorily for acceptability. The recorded 

sentences were judged with regard to intelligibility of each individual word and the presence 

of distortion of the signal. The waveforms were edited for pauses at the beginning and end of 

each file as well as for pauses after the disambiguating auxiliary to avoid errors of 

measurement. Unnaturally long pauses that occurred in the waveforms were also edited. 

Sentences that contained mispronunciations, distortions, or low intelligibility were re-

recorded by the same speaker. Next, markers (referred to as ‘tags’) were placed in the 

waveform at the locations defining the boundaries of presentation of segments. Table 2 

shows the locations of tags (indicated by slashes) for the stimulus sentences.  

 
Table 2. Segmentation of  stimulus sentences 

 1         2  3   4             5             6  7 

In de wachtruimte/ stond/ de bewaker/ die de gevangenen geketend/ heeft/   tijdens/ hun pauze 

In the waiting area / stood  / the guard     /  who the prisoners       chained/     has/    during / their break 
 PP1   / V1 /     NP1         / C NP2          V2   / AUX /       P    / PP2 

[------------Main Clause------------][---------Relative Clause---------] 
  “The guard who has chained the prisoners during their break stood in the waiting area”. 

 

Each of the stimulus sentences used in the experiment had 7 segments. The boundaries of 

presentation of the segments were chosen thus, to allow measurement in the areas of interest 

whilst maintaining a fair level of naturalness of the stimulus material up on presentation. 

Areas of interest in our experiment were segment 5; the auxiliary verb, and segment 6; the 

preposition. Differences in reaction times were expected to show up with regard to these 

segments at the auxiliary is the disambiguation element and the sentence can be interpreted 
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as either a subject- relative or an object- relative. Reaction times at segment 6 are of interest 

as well as previous research using the self-paced reading paradigm has shown a spill- over 

effect on the element immediately following the disambiguating element. 

In preparing the stimulus material for presentation in the experiment, the utmost care 

was taken to ensure smooth segment-to- segment transitions. Whenever possible, tags were 

placed in the waveform at areas of low signal amplitude, as indicated by visual and auditory 

inspection and at zero level crossings. When word boundaries did not coincide with areas of 

low amplitude due to co-articulation effects, the tags were placed so as to maximize the 

intelligibility of the words. In Praat, every sentence was subsequently judged for 

intelligibility when listening to the presentation of segments in succession a number of times. 

Re-editing was carried out until a satisfactory result was obtained. The segment duration 

times were extracted by entering the tag locations information for each sentence into a script 

written in FEP programming language on a PC running the RT Linux operating system.   

The experimental sentences and filler sentences (N= 288) were assigned in a quasi 

random fashion to four separate lists in such a way that each sentence occurred only once in 

a particular stimulus list. In addition, every list contained only one sentence of the pairs of 

set I and II. This was done to avoid presentation of the same semantic information in more 

than one sentence. Each list contained 154 stimuli of which 8 were practice items and 144 test 

items. The practice items consisted of sentences not included in the test items. The 144 test 

items consisted of 48 experimental sentences and 96 fillers. The 48 experimental sentences 

consisted of 12 items of each type of sentence (SRA, ORA, SRIA, and ORIA). The 4 stimulus 

lists incorporated the names of the sound wave files and the corresponding tag locations (in 

ms) for each sound wave file to enable segment by segment presentation.  

 

   

4.3  Experimental script and apparatus for the AMW task 

 

To run the SPL experiment an experimental script was written (by T. Veenker, 2006, 

http://www.let.uu.nl/~Theo.Veenker/personal/projects/fep/) using the FEP programming 

language. The script was modified by the experimenter (EdH) to incorporate information of 

each experimental sentence with regard to type of sentence (SR/OR); verb bias; number of 

the auxiliary verb; tense of the auxiliary verb; number of syllables in the relative clause, the 

presence of a comprehension probe and the required response to facilitate statistical analyses 

of the results. In the FEP script a command was included to automatically implement a 

cosine fade- in/ fade-out contour to all wave files during conversion of the digital to analog 

signal to smooth segment-to-segment transitions. The program controlling the experiment 

provided a unique random order of the files for each participant. The experiment was 

controlled by a PC using a Real Time Linux operating system and equipped with a button 

box for gathering responses. When the middle button on the button box was pushed, the 

time of the button- press was recorded, and the waveform up to the first tag was converted 

from digital to analog format and played out over headphones. When the middle button on 

the button box was pushed again, the button- press time was recorded again and the 

material between the first and second tags was played out. A short 1 kHz pulse tone was 

appended to the last segment of each sentence to signal the end of the sentence. This was 

done as work by Ferreira et al. (1996) showed that participants in self-paced listening 

experiments often have difficulty judging when a sentence has ended. The experimental 

script incorporated a command to subtract the segment’s tag- to- tag duration (i.e. the 
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segment’s wave duration) from the response time. This allowed the listening-time measure 

to be independent of the acoustic length of a given segment.  

Button- presses that occurred during presentation of a segment were not recorded 

and the segment continued to play out without interruption up to the next tag location. In 

contrast, Waters and Caplan (2001) discouraged participants from pressing the button before 

they had heard and processed each segment by truncating the segment at the point of the 

button-press if a participant pressed the button before the end of the segment. This option 

carries the risk of obtaining many responses not suitable for calculating processing times.   

The comprehension probes were displayed on a 17 inch monitor and introduced by a 

short dual tone signal (interval 1-2 kHz) to attract the participants’ attention to the monitor. 

The left and right button on the button box corresponded to labels on the left and right side 

of the screen stating “true” and “false” projected directly under the visually displayed 

comprehension probe. The interval between presenting the comprehension probe and the 

response was not recorded during this experiment. The experimental script allowed a pause 

halfway through presentation of the stimuli. A message displayed on the screen alerted the 

participant that the moment to pause had arrived. Participants had full control over the 

duration of the pause. 

 

 

4.4 Working memory tasks 

 

Using Audacity 1.2.6 (AudacityStore.com, 2005), we recorded and digitized the forward and 

backward span stimuli, spoken by a single female speaker to eliminate variability due to 

differences in speaking rate, manner of presentation, or differences in accent across 

experimenters. The recorded speaker spoke the digits in one second intervals in a monotone 

voice. In addition a Dutch version of the original Daneman and Carpenter test was 

administered (Daneman & Carpenter, 1982).  

 

 

4.5 Procedure 
 

Participants were assigned to one of the stimulus list in a pseudo random fashion, i.e. in the 

order they presented themselves as participants in the study, resulting in 12 participants per 

stimuli list.  Participants were tested individually in a sound- attenuated room on working 

memory capacity and online sentence processing efficiency using the AMW paradigm.  

Each participant was tested in a single session. The order of the tasks was kept constant for 

all participants and was as follows: forward digit span, backward digit span, reading span, 

AMW task.  

During administration of the working memory tasks, the experimenter was seated 

with the participant in a sound-attenuated room, noting participant’s responses. For the 

forward and backward digit span task, the stimuli were presented via two loudspeakers 

positioned in front of the participant at the level of the right and left ear. A comfortable 

loudness level was determined by each participant, prior to testing. Participants were 

instructed to repeat back the digits in serial order. The experimenter controlled the interval 

between the consecutive sets of digits presented, to allow adequate time for participants to 
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repeat each sequence of digits. Forward and backward span was defined as the largest set 

size at which all the digits had been recalled in the correct serial order.  
For the reading span task participants were asked to read out aloud sets of sentences 

which increased sequentially in the number of sentences that had to be read in succession. 

Participants were instructed to repeat the last word of every sentence they had just read 

upon encountering a blank page in the stimuli booklet. The sentences were divided into 

three sets of sentences at each of the span sizes 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7. Testing began with Span 

Size 2 and was discontinued at the span size at which the participant could no longer recall 

the sentence- final words in the correct serial order on any of the three trials. Working 

memory span was defined as the largest set size at which all of the words had been recalled 

in the correct serial order on at least one of the three trials. The average time it took 

participants to finish all three task was 15 minutes.  
During the AMW task, participants were seated alone in a sound- attenuated room in 

front of a 17 inch monitor. The stimuli were presented binaurally via headphones. Prior to 

starting the experiment a comfortable loudness level was determined by each participant 

and this level was kept constant throughout the experiment. We told the participants that 

they would listen to a sentence that would periodically stop. Participants were instructed to 

pace themselves as quickly as possible through each sentence, segment by segment, whilst 

listening for comprehension. They were told visual comprehension probes would be 

presented intermittently  on the monitor, their occurrence signaled by an interval pulse tone. 

Participants were asked after the first three practice items if they had understood the 

instructions, whether the loudness level was comfortable and the intelligibility of the 

presented material acceptable. Hereafter participants continued with the rest of the practice 

items and the test items. The average time it took participants to finish the experiment was 

30 minutes. The combined tasks were completed within approximately 45 minutes by all 

participants. 
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5. Results 
 

 

5.1  The AMW task 

 

For data inclusion, we first set a cut- off at 90% correct overall responses to the 

comprehension probes. Second, we discarded trials on which the overall pause duration (i.e. 

the sum of all pause durations per trial) exceeded 20 sec. All participants (n= 48) had high 

accuracy rates (M = 96.52) on the comprehension probes and no trials exceeded 20 seconds. 

Mean listening times for each position (segment) were computed. Table 3 presents the 

mean listening times as a function of the type of relative clause and the animacy of the object 

for all word positions (segments) from the prepositional phrase at the beginning of the 

sentence upto and including the final segment of the segment; the final prepositional phrase. 

It should be noted here that the mean listening for set I and set II should not be compared 

directly as the sentences in both sets were not matched for content words. Therefore, the 

listening times for set I and set II will be analyzed separately with regard to Clause Type (i.e. 

subject relative versus object relative). 
As is usual for reaction time experiments, the data did not have a normal distribution 

and were markedly positively skewed (in disambiguation region: maximum skewness of 

4.642). We applied reciprocal transformation of the data (i.e., 1/segment listening time) to 

obtain normal distribution to allow analyses of variance. The Kolmogorov- Smirnov test 

statistic indicated that for the region of interest (i.e. segments 5 & 6; disambiguation and 

spill- over) listening times show a normal distribution. Levene’s test for homogeneity of 

variances for all segments in both sets of sentences was subsequently carried out. For all 

segments in both sets of sentences the hypothesis of equal variances was not rejected (p > 

.05).   

 
Table 3. Mean listening times (ms) as a function of clause type 

  Set I: 

Animate object 

Set II:  

Inanimate  

object 

  SR OR SR OR 

2617 2545 2542 2559 

1490 1448 1451 1427 

2036 2057 1947 2048 

 

Main Clause PP1 

     VP1 

NP1 

 

Total Intro 6143 6050 5940 6034 

Ambiguous Region RC up to auxiliary 3444 3355 3241 3183 

Disambiguation Auxiliary 1100 1154 1068 1056 

Spill- over Preposition  1218 1225 1247 1186 

Sentence- final segment PP2 2892 2992 2915 2864 

Note: SR= subject relative clause; OR= object relative clause 

 
An example of each of the sentence types is repeated here (an  English translation of these 

sentences  was provided earlier in table 1; § 3.2):  
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Set I: (SR) In de wachtruimte stond de bewaker die de gevangenen geketend heeft tijdens hun 

         pauze.  

(OR) In de wachtruimte stonden de gevangenen die de bewaker geketend heeft tijdens zijn          
        pauze. 

Set II: (SR) Op de oprit stonden de monteurs die de auto onderzocht hadden voordat de klant            
        arriveerde. 

 (OR) Op de oprit stond de auto die de monteurs onderzocht hadden voordat de klant  

                        arriveerde. 

 

The mean listening times for the first three segments (PP1, VP1, NP1) of each sentence were 

called INTRO and analyzed together. The remaining four dependent variables were the 

listening time for the relative clause up to the auxiliary (RC up to aux), the listening time for 

the auxiliary (AUX), the listening time for the preposition (PREP), and the listening time for 

the final prepositional phrase (PP2).  

For each set and for the five positions presented in table 3, two  One- Way Repeated 

Measures analyses were computed, one with participants (F1) and one with items (F2) as a 

random variable. Clause Type (subject relative clause vs. object relative clause) was the 

within- subject factor in the analysis. The results from the analyses indicated that the 

Mauchly’s Sphericity Test was significant; therefore the Huynh- Feldt statistic was used in all 

analyses. A Bonferroni confidence interval adjustment was used to compare main effects in 

all analyses.  

 

  

5.1.1 The effect of animacy on the processing of relative clauses 

 

A. Subject and object relative clauses with an animate object (Set I) 
 

Figure 1 displays mean listening times (in ms) for subject relative and object relative 

sentences with an animate object (set I).  

There was no effect of Clause Type at Intro (F1 (1, 47) = 3.59, p = .064; F2= (1, 47) = .691, 

p = .410).  

At RC, the relative clause up to the auxiliary, there was a significant effect of Clause 

Type in the participant analysis  (F1 (1,47) = 12.35, p = .001): at this position listening times for 

subject relative clauses were longer than for object relative clauses. This effect was 

unexpected as the same set of nouns and past participles were compared here, but may be 

due to frequency differences between the lexical items used. In the item analysis however, 

the effect was not significant (F2 (1, 47) = 1.09 , p = .303).  

 The sentences were syntactically disambiguated at the auxiliary. At this position there 

was a highly significant effect of Clause Type in the participant analysis (F1 (1, 47) = 14.32, p 

= < .001): at this position listening times for subject relative clauses were significantly shorter 

than for object relative causes, consistent with previous observations. In the item analysis the 

effect was not significant (F2 (1, 47) = 1.98, p = .166), although the mean listening times for the 

object relative items were 1155 ms and 1100 ms for subject relative clauses. To exclude the 

possibility that the number of syllables in the relative clause could have influenced the 

measured effect of Clause Type in the participant analysis, a correlation analysis was 

computed between number of syllables in the relative clause and listening times at the 

auxiliary position (r = .005, p = .907). 
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At the spill- over region there was no effect of Clause Type (F1 (1, 47) = .173, p = .679; F2 = 

.068, p = .795).  

At the sentence final position there was an effect of Clause Type in the participant 

analysis (F1 (1, 47) = 6.19, p = .016): at this position listening times for subject relative clauses 

were shorter than for object relative clauses. In the item analysis, this effect was marginally 

significant (F2 (1, 47) = 4.26, p = .05). This effect may be due to wrap- up effects as this 

segment is sentence final. 
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Fig. 1. Mean listening times ( in ms) as a function of Clause Type.  

SR, subject relative clause, OR, object relative clause. 

 

 

 

  

B.  Subject and object relative clauses with an inanimate object (Set II). 

 

There was no main effect of Clause Type at Intro (F1 (1, 47) = 1.94, p = .171; F2 (1,47) = .764, p 

= .386).  

At RC, the relative clause up to the auxiliary, there was no significant effect of Clause 

Type (F1 (1, 47) = 3.23, p = .079; F2 (1,47) = .472 , p = .495 ).  

 The sentences were syntactically disambiguated at the auxiliary. At this position there 

was no significant effect of Clause Type (F1 (1, 47) = .290, p = .592; F2 (1, 47) = .150, p = .700 ). 

At this position listening times for subject relative clauses did not differ significantly from 

those for object relative clauses, as may have been expected for relative clauses with an 

inanimate object, based on work by Mak (2001, 2006). 

At the spill- over region there was an effect of Clause Type in the participant analysis 

(F1 (1,47) =  8.58, p = .005): at this position the listening times for object relative clauses was 

shorter than for subject relative clauses. In the item analysis this effect was not significant (F2 

(1, 47) = 2.62 , p = .112) 
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At the sentence final position there was no effect of Clause Type (F1 (1, 47) = .436, p = .512; F2 

(1, 47) = .641 , p = . 427). 
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 Fig. 2. Mean listening times (in ms) as a function of Clause Type.  

SR, subject relative clause; OR, object relative clause.  

  

 

 

5.1.2 The effect of plausibility on the processing of relative clauses.  

 

For the segments 4 (RC up to auxiliary), 5 (auxiliary), and 6 (spill- over), two One- way 

Repeated Measurement analyses were computed , one with participants (F1) and one with 

items (F2) as a random variable, for both semantic conditions separately. Clause Type 

(subject relative vs. object relative ) was the within- subject factor. Table 4 shows mean 

listening time for all segments in both semantic conditions. 
 

Table 4.  Mean listening time (ms) as a function of Clause Type. 
  Bias Neutral 

  SR OR SR OR 

PP1 2677 2759 2575 2331 

VP1 1445 1479 1534 1479 

Main clause 

NP1 1964 2000 2107 2113 

Ambiguous Region RC up to auxiliary 3356 3338 3533 3373 

Disambiguation Auxiliary 1103 1191 1098 1116 

Spill- over Preposition  1177 1221 1259 1229 

Sentence- final segment PP2 2811 2964 2975 3019 

Note: SR, subject relative; OR, object relative 
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At the ambiguous region (segment 4: the position of RC up to the auxiliary) in the bias 

condition, there was no main effect of Clause Type at (F1 (1, 47) = .287, p = .594); F2 (1, 23) = 

.013, p = .911). At this position in the neutral condition, the effect of Clause Type was highly 

significant in the participant analysis (F1 (1,47) = 18.53, p < .001): listening time for subject 

relative clause was longer than for object relative clauses but in the item analysis the effect 

was not significant (F2 (1,23) = 1.85, p = .187). Mean listening times at this position for the 

subject and object relatives clauses were longer in the neutral than in the bias condition.  
At the auxiliary position, there was a main effect of Clause Type in the participant 

analysis in the bias condition (F1 (1, 47) = 21.72, p = < .001): at this position listening times for 

object relative clauses were longer than subject relative clauses, but in the item analysis the 

effect was not significant (F2 (1, 23) = 2.29, p= .144). At this position in the neutral condition 

there was no effect of Clause Type (F1 ( 1,47) = .066, p = .799; F2 ( 1, 23) = .160, p = .693). 

At the position of the preposition (Spill – over) there was no effect of Clause Type in 

the bias condition (F1 (1, 47) = 2.97, p = .091; F2 = 1.13, p = .299). At this position in the neutral 

condition the effect of Clause Type was significant in the participant analysis (F1 (1, 47) = 

4.62, p = .037):  but in the item analysis this effect was not significant (F2 (1,23) = .414, p = 

.526). 

 

 

5.2 Working memory tasks 

 

5.2.1 Participants’ scores on the digit and reading span tasks 

 

Participants’ scores on both the digit span and the reading span tasks are presented in table 

5. 
 

Table 5. Participants’ scores on the working memory tasks 

Task Mean std Range Min. Max. 

Digit span forward 10.8 1.9 8 8 16 

Digit span backward 8.6 2.0 8 4 12 

Reading span 4.1 0.9 4 3 7 

 

 

 

 5.2.2 Effect of age on span scores 

 

One-way analysis of variance was computed tot test whether age affects the scores on the 

digit and reading span tasks.  Participants were assigned to one of two groups based on their 

age. One group consisted of participants aged 18- 22; the other of participants aged 22- 26. 

The effect of age was not significant for the forward digit span score ((F (1, 46) = .006, p = 

.939), the  backward digit span score (F (1, 46) = .246, p = .622) nor the reading span score ((F 

(1, 46) = .025, p = .875). This was expected as the range of ages of participants was small (18- 

26 years of age) and overall educational level similar. 
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5.2.3 Correlations between measures of working memory 

 

To assess whether a correlation exists between measures on digit span and reading span, a 

correlation analysis was carried out on the data. Scatter plots of forward digit span with 

readings pan and backward digit span with reading span showed absence of a linear 

relationship between these measures. We therefore employed the Spearman Rank Order 

Correlation Coefficient to investigate the relationship as this coefficient is not sensitive to 

asymmetrical distributions or to the presence of outliers. The Spearman coefficient indicates 

that significant non parametric correlation exists between digit span and reading span; as 

participants’ digit span scores increase, so do their reading span scores (rs =. 308, p = .033).  

Separate analysis revealed that only backward digit span and reading span are 

positively correlated (rs = .347, p = .016) while no significant correlation is present between 

forward digit span and reading span (rs = .188, p = .201). This result confirms that the 

backward digitspan task and the reading span task engage similar aspects of working 

memory, i.e. storage and computation. The absence of a correlation between forward and 

reading span measures suggests that these tasks measure separate aspects of WM. 
 

The above findings make clear that different tests of working memory lead to significantly 

different results in young, healthy participants. 

 

 

5.2.4 The effect of working memory (WM) span on segment listening times 

 
Next, an analysis was carried out to test interaction between backward digit span, 

readingspan and listening times for each of the segments of sentences in set I and set II for 

subject relative and object relative clause respectively. Forward digit span was not included 

in this analysis as this task does not engage both aspects of working memory (i.e. storage & 

computation). 

 A Three Factor Mixed Design with two between- groups variables (backward digit 

span & readingspan) and one within- subjects variable (listening time per segment) as  

repeated measurement was used to test these effects.  

Participants were divided into groups based on their score on backward digit span 

task and their score on reading span task. For backward digit span participants were divided 

into two groups: group 1= score ≤ 8 (n= 23 ); group 2 = score > 8 (n= 25). For reading span 

participants were divided into three groups based on their score. For digit span Levene’s test 

for homogeneity of variances showed equal variances across the three levels. For 

readingspan, the groups were as follows: group 1= set score < 4 ( n= 11); group 2=  set score = 

4 (n = 26); group 3= set score > 4 (n = 11).  

As Mauchly’s Test of Sphericity was statistically significant (p = < .001), the Huynh- 

Feldt epsilon statistic was used to test interaction between segment listening time and digit 

span, segment listening time and reading span and interaction between segment listening 

time, digit span and reading span for subject and object relative clauses of both sets of 

sentences.  

There were no effects for either type in either set of sentences at any segment of the 

sentences between working memory measures and segment listening times (p  > .05). We 
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may therefore conclude that in young, healthy participants, listening times are not affected 

by performance on digit span or reading span tasks. 

 

To further investigate a possible relationship between working memory measures and 

listening times, we also calculated difference scores (listening times for OR – SR) at each 

segment, across participants. These scores serve as an index of the magnitude of the effect of 

increased complexity in the more complex sentence type at each segment (Waters & Caplan, 

2000). The difference scores were analyzed in a Three- Factor Mixed Design, with digit span 

level (3 levels) and readingspan level (3 levels) as between – groups variables and difference 

scores as within- subjects variable. There were no main effects of digitspan or reading span 

on difference scores for Set I and II. There were also no interaction effects for any of the 

variables (p > .5). 
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6. Discussion 

 

 

6.1 Validation of the AMW paradigm to investigate online processing of Dutch relative clauses 

 

The study reported here had three goals. The principal goal of this study was to assess 

whether the Auditory Moving Window paradigm is a valid technique to investigate 

processing of Dutch relative clauses. Examples of the sentences used in our study were given 

in table 1 which is repeated below.  

The second question addressed in this experiment was whether animacy and 

plausibility manipulation would modulate the effects of syntactic complexity. 

 Third, we wished to establish whether a relationship exists between measures of 

working memory and relative clause processing. 

 
Table 1 Example materials in experiment 

Set I: 

 1. Subject Relative Clause, Animate Object (SRA) 

In de wachtruimte stond de bewaker die de gevangenen geketend heeft tijdens hun pauze. 

In the waiting area stood the guard who the prisoners chained has during their break. 

“The guard who had chained the prisoners during their break stood in the waiting area”. 

  

 2. Object Relative Clause, Animate Object ( ORA) 

In de wachtruimte stonden de gevangenen die de bewaker geketend heeft tijdens zijn pauze. 

In the waiting area stood the prisoners who the guard chained has during his break. 

“The prisoners who were chained by the guard during his break stood in the waiting area”. 

 

Set II: 

 1. Subject Relative Clause, Inanimate Object (SRIA) 

Op de oprit stonden de  monteurs die de auto onderzocht hadden voordat de klant arriveerde. 

In the driveway stood the mechanics who the car examined had before the customer arrived. 

“The mechanics who had examined the car before the customer arrived stood in the driveway”. 

  

 2. Object Relative Clause, Inanimate Object (ORIA) 

Op de oprit stond de auto die de monteurs onderzocht hadden voordat de klant arriveerde 

In the driveway stood the car that the mechanics examined had before the customer arrived. 

“The car that the mechanics had examined before the customer arrived stood in the driveway”. 

 

We aimed to replicate the results reported by Mak (2001) and Mak, Vonk and Schriefers 

(2002, 2006) for reading using a self- paced moving window technique and eyetracking. 

Their results showed that a difference exists between subject and relative clause processing 

in certain conditions. In sentences with two animate NPs reading times at the auxiliary were 

longer in the object relative clauses compared to the subject relative clauses. In sentences 

with an inanimate object however, no differences were observed at the auxiliary between the 

two types of relatives.  

 The results of our study show that the AMW is a valid technique to test relative 

clause processing in Dutch as we found the same effect of Clause Type (Set I: SR < OR; Set II 

SR = OR) as reported by Mak (2001) and Mak, Vonk and Schriefers (2002, 2006) in their 

studies on reading. 
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An important limitation of our study was that significant results could only be obtained in 

the participant analysis but not in the item analysis. A number of  reasons can be identified 

why this is the case and these will be discussed in § 6.5. 

 

 

6.2 Effects of manipulation of animacy on relative clause processing 

 

In sentences with two animate NPs and semantic bias balanced across the lists (set I) we 

found longer listening times at the auxiliary in the object relative clauses,  compared with the 

subject relative clauses in the participant analysis. In sentences with an inanimate object and 

an animate subject (Set II) no differences were found in listening times between subject and 

object relative clauses in the participant analysis. Thus, manipulation of animacy did affect 

relative clause processing. It suggests that participants only had difficulty processing object 

relative clauses when both the subject and the object were animate. These results are in 

agreement with the findings of Mak (2001) and Mak, Vonk and Schriefers ( 2002, 2006) and 

indicate that animacy is used to assign the subject and object role of the sentence before the 

auxiliary is heard. The Active Filler Strategy (AFS) is unable to explain these results as it 

states that the initial assignment of fillers to gap positions is immune to semantic 

information. 

In sentences with an inanimate object, differences in listening time occurred at the 

preposition following the disambiguating auxiliary. At this position, shorter listening times 

were found for object relative clauses compared to subject relative clauses in the participant 

analysis. This difference is unexpected and cannot be easily explained.  

Overall listening times in Set I were longer for both types of clauses compared to 

listening times in Set II. It is possible that the difference in animacy of the NPs in Set II has 

affected overall listening times . Alternatively this difference may be caused by differences in 

lexical frequency of the nouns and verbs used in both sets. 

 

 

6.3 Effects of manipulation of plausibility on the processing of relative clauses 

 

We were interested to investigate the effects of semantic bias on the main verb in the relative 

clause. Because the nouns and verbs used in both condition were different in lexical content 

and not matched for frequency, the following discussion has to be interpreted with some 

caution.  With regard to the sentences with an animate object (set I) we found at the position 

of RC up to the auxiliary, that overall listening times for subject relative clause were longer 

than for object relative clauses. Further analysis of this effect for the sentences with, and 

without semantic bias on the past participle in the relative clause, showed that this difference 

is particularly strong in relative clauses without bias on the past participle. This result is 

unexpected.  Listening times at the relative clause up to the auxiliary for both subject and 

object relatives were longer under the neutral condition. This suggests that processing load 

at that position increases when the sentence  contains two animate nouns that are equally 

plausible candidates for either the subject or object position, and a semantically neutral main 

verb. In contrast, sentences that contain semantic information, carried on the noun and on 

the main verb in the relative clause, reduces listening times for that sentence segment for 

both subject and object relatives. Our findings agree with those of Schriefers, Friederici and 

Kuhn (1995) in this respect. The semantically plausible interpretation and the initial syntactic 
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analysis which, according to the AFS,  are available on reading the past participle are 

consistent for subject relatives and inconsistent for object relatives in the bias condition. The 

inconsistency is measured at the auxiliary, i.e. the listening time at the auxiliary in the object 

relative reflects the conflict between semantically plausible interpretation and syntactic 

analysis. This hypothesis predicts that no difference in listening times would be found at 

position of NP2, the noun in the relative clause. Our present study does not allow testing this 

prediction as we did not segment NP2 out of the relative clause. This will need further 

testing. 

The finding that there was no significant difference at the position of the past 

participle (RC up to the auxiliary) between subject and object relatives in the bias condition 

in spite of the conflict between semantic information and topichood in the case of object 

relatives is surprising. However,  significant differences between subject and object relatives 

were found at the auxiliary. Both findings are in line with results obtained by Mak (2001) and 

may be explained in three ways: (1) the semantic content is not used by the listener (despite 

its plausibility)and analysis is driven by syntax, (2) listeners use semantic content but delay 

their analysis of subject or object relative interpretation until confirmation is provided at the 

disambiguating auxiliary, or (3) listeners’ analysis is semantically driven but the semantic 

disambiguating effect is delayed and therefore cannot be measured at that position. The first 

explanation is consistent with the Syntax- first theories. The second explanation suggest 

interplay between semantic and syntactic analysis. The third explanation suggests a 

semantically driven reanalysis at RC where disambiguation takes place but the effect is 

delayed and measured at the auxiliary. This last explanation infers that the syntactic 

disambiguating information carried by the auxiliary may not play a role in processing 

relatives that contain semantic information.  

Our results are in agreement with the findings of Schriefers, Friederici and Kuhn 

(1995) and Mak (2001) who used sentences in which one of the protagonists (e.g., leraar; ‘the 

teacher’), is more likely to be the subject of the past participle ( e.g., straffen; ‘to punish’) than 

the other ( de leerling; ‘the pupil’). Despite semantic manipulation, reading times at the 

auxiliary were still longer in the object relatives compared to the subject relatives. Schriefers, 

Friederici and Kuhn (1995) conclude that their results are consistent with the AFS (Frazier, 

1987) which predicts that the subject and object roles are assigned before the past participle is 

read. Mak (2001) however, refers to the Topichood Hypothesis and suggests that longer 

reading times in the object relatives are either due to semantically driven reanalysis at the 

past participle, or due to a syntactically driven reanalysis at the auxiliary. The lack of 

difference at RC, between subject and object relatives is consistent with AFS and the 

Topichood hypothesis. However, the differences between set I and II provide evidence 

against the AFS, in that listeners do use semantic information during sentence processing. 

Our results do not establish whether the reanalysis is purely semantically driven with a 

delay in measuring the effect at the auxiliary, or a combination of semantic reanalysis and 

syntactic confirmation measured at the auxiliary. 

In the neutral condition, semantic information is not available to influence syntax. 

The listener therefore has to make the correct analysis without semantic plausibility, which 

leads to increments in listening times at RC, as observed by us for both types of relatives in 

the neutral condition. Schriefers, Friederici and Kuhn (1995) tested relative clause processing 

under neutral and biased conditions for German. They found shorter reading times at the 

auxiliary in subject relatives in the positive bias and neutral condition. According to these 

authors this confirms the AFS, in that reanalysis takes place at the auxiliary. In contrast, we 
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did not find a significant difference in listening times at the auxiliary in the neutral condition. 

We did find a significant difference in listening time at the segment after the auxiliary: at this 

position listening times for subject relatives were longer than for object relatives. This 

difference may be due to spill- over from the preceding segments due to frequency 

differences between the nouns used. The fact that listening time is different in the bias and 

neutral conditions suggests that semantic information does influence parsing decisions, it is 

not clear however, how and when. It may be hypothized that sentence processing is purely 

semantically driven when semantic information is available to guide parsing, and that 

syntactic analysis is called upon only when semantic information is not available. The 

difference in results observed in the bias and neutral condition warrants further 

investigation to test if our findings can be replicated. The self-paced listening paradigm may 

be used to track more specifically the exact time course of ambiguity resolution in the 

relative clauses in different bias conditions. It should be possible to obtain reliable results 

when the frequency of the nouns and verbs used has been controlled for.  

 
 

6.4 The relationship between measures of working memory and processing of relative clauses 

 

We did not find a meaningful relationship between the measures of working memory 

capacity and listening time, at any point in the sentences , in either set of sentences. Nor did 

we find a relationship between working memory capacity and the increase in listening time 

observed in the self- paced listening task during online construction of sentences that varied 

in syntactic complexity. These results and the scores we obtained for both tasks with our 

population are consistent with those reported in other studies (Waters & Caplan, 2000; 

Waters & Caplan, 2004).The results may indicate that the capacity of working memory, as 

measured by the tasks we used in this experiment, do not determine the efficiency of online 

syntactic processing. As such, the results contribute, at least to some extent, to the separate- 

sentence- interpretation resource theory (SSIR). However, the results may also be explained 

by the fact that variation in measures for both tasks was very limited; i.e. the differences in 

scores across participants and for the groups were too small for both the working memory 

tasks and the online processing task to yield a significant effect. The prediction of the SSIR 

that individual differences in working memory could affect offline tasks such as answering 

comprehension probes was not put to the test in our experiment. The comprehension probes 

we used did not allow us to test “post- interpretive” processes. The comprehension probes 

were constructed to stimulate participants’ concentration and did not ask about thematic 

roles to avoid drawing participants’ attention to the purpose of the experiment.  

A comparison between young healthy participants , elderly and aphasic participants 

on measures of working memory and performance on-line processing may lead to significant 

differences between the groups and provide better insights into the existence and nature of 

this relationship.  

With the main objective of our study having been satisfied, i.e. validation of the 

experimental set-up in young healthy individuals, we expect our experiment to be applicable 

to test  on- line auditory processing in the elderly and the aphasic population. 
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6.5 Limitations of the present study 

 

Our observations in this study only reached significance in the participant analysis. The item 

analysis did not reach significance on any of the measures although inspection of the 

listening times in the item analysis supports the outcome of the participants analysis 

consistently. This indicates that the quality of the sentence material needs to be revised 

extensively to allow generalization of the findings reported here.  Suggestions to improve the 

experimental material include the following: 

(a) Frequency matching for the nouns and verbs used in the experiment. The CELEX 

Dutch database (1998) or alternatively, The Spoken Dutch Corpus (CGN, 2004) may 

be used to fulfill this requirement.  

(b) Establishment of the ‘strength’ of the semantic bias of the past participle in a pretest. 

Likewise, establishing the absence of semantic  bias (i.e. the ‘neutrality’) of the past 

participle in a pretest.  

(c) Judgment of the naturalness of the use of past and present tense of the auxiliary by 

means of a pretest. 

(d) Adaptation of the segmentation of the sentence material to allow testing of 

differences in listening time at every sentence element. In this way more information 

becomes available on the time course of semantic and syntactic (re) analysis.  

(e) Finally, care should be taken to prevent prosodic cues influencing the outcome of the 

study. Visual inspection of the recorded material did not reveal obvious prosodic 

patterns. However, it would be advisable to have the sentences read out and 

recorded in a random fashion to minimise prosodic information influencing the 

results. 
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7. Conclusions 
 

 

The present study has demonstrated that the Auditory Moving Window paradigm is a valid 

technique to test online  processing of Dutch relative clauses. With this technique, the results 

obtained in previous studies of Dutch relative clause processing using a self- paced reading 

or eye- tracking paradigm could be replicated (Frazier, 1987; Schriefers, Friederici and Kuhn, 

1995; Mak, 2001, 2002, 2006). In sentences with an animate subject and an animate object, an 

effect of Clause Type occurred at the disambiguating auxiliary, where object relative clauses 

led to longer listening times than subject relative clauses. In contrast, no such differences in 

listening times were found at the disambiguating auxiliary in sentences with an inanimate 

object. In sentences with an inanimate object there was no difference between the subject 

relative clauses and the object relative clauses at the disambiguating auxiliary. These results 

are in line with the results of Maks’ study (2001) and provide further evidence that there are 

at least two types of information that play a role in the assignment of the subject and object 

role. First, the topichood of the protagonists, and, second, the animacy of the two NPs. 

Animate NPs are preferred as subjects of the relative clause and the antecedent is preferred 

as the subject of the relative clause. Our results cannot be explained by Syntax- first theories 

such as the AFS (Frazier, 1987) but suggest that intrasentential factors  such as syntax are not 

autonomous from contextual processing which is consistent with the Topichood Hypothesis 

as proposed by (Mak, 2001). 

 With regard to the relationship between working memory and relative clause 

processing, no such relationship could be established either for digitspan or for readingspan 

tasks. 

The experimental set up is validated and can be used to test relative clause processing 

in the elderly and the aphasic population. It may be hypothesized that measurements of 

working memory capacity in this population will yield differential results compared to 

controls and therefore allow testing of possible relationships between working memory and 

relative clause processing.          

In addition, in the light of our findings regarding listening times for relatives with two 

animate NPs in the neutral condition, further investigations are needed to explore these 

differences. Most studies that have tested the interplay between syntactic and semantic 

analysis in Dutch have used sentences with a semantic bias on the verb in the relative clause. 

Our setup did not allow us to track listening time word by word in the relative clause. 

Hence, the present study does not establish the exact time course of semantic and/ or 

syntactic (re) analysis. It would be interesting to investigate the nature of the (re) analysis 

and the time course in more detail using the self paced listening paradigm. These aspects are 

beyond the purpose of the present study and require further investigation. 
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Appendix A 
 

Experimental material used in the self- paced listening experiment (SPL). 
The experimental items  used in the SPL experiment are presented here. In set I, the first sentence of 

each item contains a subject relative clause with an animate object and the second sentence contains an 

object relative clause with an animate object. The sentences with a positive bias on the past participle 

in the relative clause are marked with an asterix.  In set II, the first sentence of each item contains  a 

subject relative clause with an inanimate object and the second sentence contains an object relative 

clause with an inanimate object.  

 

Set I 

 

1.* 

In de wachtruimte stond de bewaker die de gevangenen geketend heeft tijdens hun pauze. 

In de wachtruimte stonden de gevangenen die de bewaker geketend heeft tijdens zijn pauze. 

2.* 

In het aquarium zwom de duiker die de dolfijnen onderzocht had voordat ze op reis gingen. 

In het aquarium zwommen de dolfijnen die de duiker onderzocht had voordat hij op reis ging. 

3.*  

Op de video stonden de soldaten die de actievoerder beschoten hadden terwijl hij het publiek 

toeschreeuwde. 

Op de video stond de actievoerder die de soldaten beschoten hadden terwijl ze het publiek 

toeschreeuwden. 

4.* 

In het tuinhuis woonde de schilder die de katten verwaarloosd heeft terwijl ze ziek waren. 

In het tuinhuis woonden de katten die de schilder verwaarloosd heeft terwijl hij ziek was. 

5.* 

In het kasteel sliepen de knechten die de ridder bijgestaan hebben toen hij opgeroepen werd. 

In het kasteel sliep de ridder die de knechten bijgestaan hebben toen ze opgeroepen werden 

6.* 

Tijdens het diner fotografeerde de kelner die de gasten bediend heeft zoals ze gewend waren. 

Tijdens het diner fotografeerden de gasten die de kelner bediend heeft zoals hij gewend was. 

7.* 

Tijdens het banket zong de knecht die de ridders geholpen heeft ondanks hun slechte humeur. 

Tijdens het banket zongen de ridders die de knecht geholpen heeft ondanks zijn slechte humeur 

8.* 

Bij de persconferentie sprak de zeevaarder die de jongens gered heeft toen ze te water gingen. 

Bij de persconferentie spraken de jongens die de zeevaarder gered heeft toen hij te water ging. 

9.* 

Door de stad liepen de marktlieden die de zwerver weggejaagd hadden terwijl hij trilde van woede. 

Door de stad liep de zwerver die de marktlieden weggejaagd hadden terwijl ze trilden van woede. 

10.* 

Op de televisie verschenen de supporters die de voetballer aangevallen hebben tijdens zijn 

binnenkomst. 

Op de televisie verscheen de voetballer die de supporters aangevallen hebben tijdens hun 

binnenkomst. 

11.* 

Na het gesprek vertrok de chef die de sollicitanten aangenomen heeft ondanks hun ongeïnteresseerde 

houding. 

Na het gesprek vertrokken de sollicitanten die de chef aangenomen heeft ondanks zijn 

ongeïnteresseerde houding. 
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12.* 

Tijdens de protestactie juichten de studenten die de vertegenwoordiger gekozen hadden tijdens zijn 

eerste studiejaar. 

Tijdens de protestactie juichte de vertegenwoordiger die de studenten gekozen hadden tijdens hun  

eerste studiejaar. 

13.* 

Tijdens het overleg sprak de leraar die de scholieren zwaar gestraft had tijdens hun les. 

Tijdens het overleg spraken de scholieren die de leraar zwaar gestraft had tijdens zijn les. 

14.* 

Op het bureau wachtten de agenten die de verdachte aangehouden hadden toen hij op school 

arriveerde. 

Op het bureau wachtte de verdachte die de agenten aangehouden hadden toen ze op school 

arriveerden. 

15.* 

Op de foto stonden de jagers die de stroper beschoten hebben toen hij probeerde te vluchten. 

Op de foto stond de stroper die de jagers beschoten hebben toen ze probeerden te vluchten. 

16.* 

Met een tevreden gevoel vertrok de dienstverlener die de oude dames geholpen had nadat ze 

aangekomen waren. 

Met een tevreden gevoel vertrokken de oude dames die de dienstlener geholpen had nadat hij 

aangekomen was. 

17.* 

In het familiebedrijf werkten de zonen die de vader opgevolgd hadden ondanks zijn vele bezwaren. 

In het familiebedrijf werkte de vader die de zonen opgevolgd hadden ondanks hun vele bezwaren. 

18.* 

Tijdens de ochtend mis preekte de kardinaal die de priesters gezegend had zoals ze graag wensten. 

Tijdens de ochtend mis preekten de priesters die de kardinaal gezegend had zoals hij graag wenste. 

19.* 

Tijdens het familiefeest sliep de tante die de kinderen verzorgd heeft in hun vakantieweek. 

Tijdens het familiefeest sliepen de kinderen die de tante verzorgd heeft in haar vakantieweek. 

20.* 

Bij het vertrek zwaaide de kapitein die de matrozen geselecteerd had nadat ze gearriveerd waren. 

Bij het vertrek zwaaiden de matrozen die de kapitein geselecteerd had nadat hij gearriveerd was. 

21.* 

In het advocatenkantoor wachtte de agent die de pubers opgepakt had toen ze kwaad werden. 

In het advocatenkantoor wachtten de pubers die de agent opgepakt had hij kwaad werd. 

22.* 

Verontwaardigd vertrok de leraar die de leerlingen gestraft had nadat ze te laat waren. 

Verontwaardigd vertrokken de leerlingen die de leraar gestraft had nadat hij te laat was. 

23.* 

Vlak voor de prijsuitreiking arriveerden de juryleden die de winnares gekozen hadden wegens haar 

liefde voor muziek. 

Vlak voor de prijsuitreiking arriveerde de winnares die de juryleden gekozen hadden wegens hun 

liefde voor muziek. 

24.*  

In de kleedruimte zaten de spelers die de scheidsrechter uitgejoeld hadden nadat hij de wedstrijd 

staakte.  

In de kleedruimte zat de scheidsrechter die de spelers uitgejoeld hadden nadat ze de wedstrijd 

staakten.  
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25. 

In de rechtszaal verscheen de minister die de betogers aangeklaagd had na hun beledigende 

uitlatingen. 

In de rechtszaal verschenen de betogers die de minister aangeklaagd had na zijn beledigende 

uitlatingen 

26. 

Volgens ingewijden loog de baas die de spionnen opgebeld heeft over hun belangrijke opdracht. 

Volgens ingewijden logen de spionnen die de baas opgebeld heeft over zijn belangrijke opdracht. 

27. 

In de trein zat de conducteur die de reizigers aangesproken heeft voordat ze uitstapten. 

In de trein zaten de reizigers die de conducteur aangesproken heeft voordat hij uitstapte. 

28. 

In de wachtruimte zaten de patiënten die de verpleegster bedankt hebben bij haar vertrek. 

In de wachtruimte zat de verpleegster die de patiënten bedankt hebben bij hun vertrek. 

29. 

Bij het overleg zaten de ambtenaren die de minister geïnformeerd hadden over zijn slechte reputatie. 

Bij het overleg zat de minister die de ambtenaren geïnformeerd hadden over hun slechte reputatie. 

30. 

Op de televisie glimlachte de zanger die de muzikanten bedankt heeft ondanks hun vervelende 

houding. 

Op de televisie glimlachten de muzikanten die de zanger bedankt heeft ondanks zijn vervelende 

houding. 

31. 

Aan de bar zaten de zwemmers doe de instructeur gecomplimenteerd hebben op zijn afscheidsfeestje. 

Aan de bar zat de instructeur die de zwemmers gecomplimenteerd hebben op hun afscheidsfeestje. 

32. 

Na de waarschuwing vertrok de leidinggevende die de stagiaires bekritiseerd heeft tijdens hun 

nachtdienst. 

Na de waarschuwing vertrokken de stagiaires die de leidinggevende die de bekritiseerd heeft tijdens 

zijn nachtdienst. 

33. 

Aan het hof verblijven de hofdames die de koningin begroet hadden na haar terugkeer. 

Aan het hof verblijft de koningin die de hofdames begroet hadden na hun terugkeer. 

34. 

Geheel onverwacht verdwenen de tijgers die de leeuw belaagd hadden toen hij gewond was. 

Geheel onverwacht verdween de leeuw die de tijgers belaagd hadden toen ze gewond waren. 

35. 

Op de universiteit werkte de conciërge die de schoonmakers verteld heeft over hun aanstaande 

ontslag. 

Op de universiteit werkten de schoonmakers die de conciërge verteld heeft over zijn aanstaande 

ontslag 

36. 

In de bedrijfskantine trakteerde de directeur die de collega’s gesteund had toen ze de marathon 

liepen. 

In de bedrijfskantine trakteerden de collega’s die de directeur gesteund had toen hij de marathon liep 

37. 

Na korte tijd vertrokken de werknemers die de bedrijfsleider beledigd hadden toen hij dreigde met 

ontslag. 

Na korte tijd vertrok de bedrijfsleider die de werknemers beledigd hadden toen ze dreigden met 

ontslag. 
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38. 

Naast de wijkagent stonden de jongens die de buurman geslagen hebben na zijn gemene 

opmerkingen. 

Naast de wijkagent stond de buurman die de jongens geslagen hebben na hun gemene opmerkingen. 

39. 

Uit volle borst schreeuwden de bestuursleden die de medewerker genegeerd hebben na zijn 

opschuddende publicatie. 

Uit volle borst schreeuwde de medewerker die de bestuursleden genegeerd hebben na hun 

opschuddende publicatie. 

40. 

Op de bank zat de tante die de kleuters geamuseerd heeft tijdens hun vakantie. 

Op de bank zaten de kleuters die de tante geamuseerd heeft tijdens haar vakantie. 

41. 

In de kazerne ijsbeerden de piloten die de reparateur ingelicht hadden tijdens zijn testvlucht. 

In de kazerne ijsbeerde de reparateur die de piloten ingelicht hadden tijdens hun testvlucht. 

42. 

In het nieuws verscheen de sporter die zijn teamgenoten misleid had tijdens hun cruciale wedstrijd. 

In het nieuws verschenen de teamgenoten die de sporter misleid had tijdens zijn cruciale wedstrijd. 

43. 

In de middag arriveerde de bewaker die de beulen toegesproken had voordat ze aan de slag gingen. 

In de middag arriveerden de beulen die de bewaker toegesproken had voordat hij aan de slag ging. 

44. 

Tijdens het debat spraken de aandeelhouders die de accountant geïnformeerd hadden over zijn 

onzekere toekomst. 

Tijdens het debat sprak de accountant die de aandeelhouders geïnformeerd hadden overhun onzekere 

toekomst 

45. 

In de kantine zaten de secretaresses die de advocaat ingehuurd hebben wegens zijn kritische houding. 

In de kantine de advocaat die de secretaresses ingehuurd hebben wegens hun kritische houding. 

46. 

Vanwege het lawaai vluchtte de dame die de heren uitgenodigd had wegens hun jubileum. 

Vanwege het lawaai vluchtten de heren die de dame  uitgenodigd had wegens haar jubileum. 

47. 

Bij binnenkomst schrok de getuige die de verdachten gesproken had voordat ze opgeroepen werden. 

Bij binnenkomst schrokken de verdachten die de getuige gesproken had voordat hij opgeroepen werd. 

48. 

Op de foto staat de overvaller die de agenten beschoten heeft tijdens hun achtervolging. 

Op de foto staan de agenten die de overvaller beschoten heeft tijdens zijn achtervolging. 

 

Set II 

 

1. 

Na enige jaren verhuisden de docenten die de school opgericht hadden in de nieuwbouwwijk. 

Na enige jaren verhuisde de school die de docenten opgericht hadden in de nieuwbouwwijk. 

2. 

Naast de wijkagent stond de jongen die de fiets gevonden heeft tijdens een wandeling in het park.   

Naast de wijkagent stond de fiets die de jongen gevonden heeft tijdens een wandeling in het park.   

3. 

Vlak voor de verkiezingsstrijd verdwenen de kandidaten die de kritiek geuit hadden in de 

nieuwsbrief. 

Vlak voor de verkiezingsstrijd verdween de kritiek die de kandidaten geuit hadden in de nieuwsbrief.   
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4. 

In de fauteuil lag de ambtenaar die de artikelen genegeerd had totdat het nieuwsbericht verscheen. 

In de fauteuil lagen de artikelen die de ambtenaar genegeerd had totdat het nieuwsbericht verscheen. 

5. 

Op de foto stonden de jagers die de hut gebouwd hadden ondanks het warme weer. 

Op de foto stond de hut die de jagers gebouwd hadden ondanks het warme weer. 

6. 

Tijdens de zitting arriveerden de verdachten die de diamant meegenomen hebben tijdens de 

nachtelijke overval. 

Tijdens de zitting arriveerde de diamant die de verdachten meegenomen hebben tijdens de nachtelijke 

overval. 

7. 

In de nieuwsbrief stonden de ouders die de verklaring opgesteld hadden over het vermiste kind. 

In de nieuwsbrief stond de verklaring die de ouders opgesteld hadden over het vermiste kind.  

8. 

In de hangar stond de reparateur die de helikopter bekeken had na de eerste testvlucht. 

In de hangar stonden de helikopters die de reparateur bekeken had na de eerste testvlucht. 

9. 

In de schouwburg speelden de werknemers die de opera gekozen hadden wegens het romantische 

karakter. 

In de schouwburg speelde de opera die de werknemers gekozen hadden wegens het romantische 

karakter. 

10. 

Op het politiebureau stonden de hooligans die de wapens gekocht hadden voordat de wedstrijd 

begon.  

Op het politiebureau stonden de wapens die de hooligans gekocht hadden voordat de wedstrijd 

begon.  

11. 

Op het plein bevond zich de burgemeester die de standbeelden onthuld had tijdens het koninklijk 

bezoek.  

Op het plein bevonden zich de standbeelden die de burgemeester onthuld had tijdens het koninklijk 

bezoek. 

12. 

Tegen het schavot leunden de beulen die de bijl geslepen hadden voor het vonnis. 

Tegen het schavot leunde de bijl die de beulen geslepen hadden voor het vonnis. 

13. 

Op de oprit stonden de  monteurs die de auto onderzocht hadden voordat de klant arriveerde. 

Op de oprit stond de auto die de monteurs onderzocht hadden voordat de klant arriveerde.   

14. 

Na lang wachten kwam de journalist die de verklaring geschreven had over het onverwachte ontslag.   

Na lang wachten kwam de verklaring die de journalist geschreven had over het onverwachte ontslag 

15. 

Op het bureau lag de rechercheur die de rapporten geschreven had ondanks de hoge werkdruk. 

Op het bureau lagen de rapporten die de rechercheur geschreven had ondanks de hoge werkdruk. 

16.  

In de kantine stonden de studenten die de tafel verschoven hadden tijdens de lunchpauze. 

In de kantine stond de tafel die de studenten verschoven hadden tijdens de lunchpauze. 

17. 

In het proces figureerde de crimineel die de spijtbetuiging geschreven had onder druk van de 

advocaat. 
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In het proces figureerde de spijtbetuiging die de crimineel geschreven had onder druk van de 

advocaat 

18. 

Door de harde wind viel de ober die de stoelen neergezet had na het verzoek van de gasten.   

Door de harde wind vielen de stoelen die de ober neergezet had na het verzoek van de gasten.   

19. 

In de krant verscheen de leerling die de schokkende beelden gezien had tijdens de demonstratie. 

In de krant verschenen de schokkende beelden die de leerling gezien had tijdens de demonstratie. 

20. 

Naast de bank stonden de kleuters die de tafel beschilderd hebben met verf en viltstift. 

Naast de bank stond de tafel die de kleuters beschilderd hebben met verf en viltstift. 

21. 

Op het podium stonden de winnaars die de beker in ontvangst genomen hadden na een 

overweldigend applaus. 

Op het podium stond de beker die de winnaars in ontvangst genomen hadden na een overweldigend 

applaus. 

22. 

Na enige tijd verdween de agent die de blauwe plek opgelopen had tijdens de heftige  

aanhouding. 

Na enige tijd verdween de blauwe plek die de agent opgelopen had tijdens de heftige  

aanhouding. 

23. 

In de kamer van de trainer bevonden zich de jongens die de verdovende middelen gevonden hadden 

voor de wedstrijd. 

In de kamer van de trainer bevonden zich de verdovende middelen die de jongens gevonden voor de 

wedstrijd. 

24. 

Op de slaapbank lag de bejaarde die de medicijnen genomen had tijdens het avondeten. 

Op de slaapbank lagen de medicijnen die de bejaarde genomen had tijdens het  avondeten. 

25. 

Op de video stonden de actievoerders die de auto bekogeld hadden met verf en eieren. 

Op de video stond de auto die de actievoerders bekogeld hadden met verf en eieren. 

26. 

In de tuin danste de bruidegom die de lichtjes opgehangen had tussen de struiken. 

In de tuin dansten de lichtjes die de bruidegom opgehangen had tussen de struiken. 

27. 

In de morgen verscheen de koningin die koets geëist had voor de poort van het kasteel. 

In de morgen verscheen de koets die de koningin geëist had voor de poort van het kasteel. 

28. 

Op de rommelmarkt stonden de kinderen die de kraam gehuurd hadden vanwege de goede locatie. 

Op de rommelmarkt stond de kraam die de kinderen gehuurd hadden vanwege de goede locatie.  

29. 

Na afloop van de operatie viel de arts die de apparaten gebruikt heeft tijdens de ingreep. 

Na afloop van de operatie vielen de apparaten die de arts gebruikt heeft tijdens de ingreep. 

30. 

Onder het afdak stonden de kleuters die de koffer gevonden hadden na lang zoeken. 

Onder het afdak stond de koffer die de kleuters gevonden hadden na lang zoeken. 

31. 

Op de foto stond de regisseur die de taarten besteld had bij de banketbakker. 

Op de foto stonden de taarten die de regisseur besteld had bij de banketbakker. 
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32. 

Op het politiebureau verscheen de agent die de bewijsstukken gezocht had op de plaats van het 

misdrijf. 

Op het politiebureau verschenen de bewijsstukken die de agent gezocht had op de plaats van het 

misdrijf. 

33. 

In het verslag stond de leerling die de resultaten behaald heeft dankzij een goede inzet 

In het verslag stonden de resultaten die de leerling behaald heeft dankzij een goede inzet. 

34. 

In het  schuurtje rookte de tuinman die de kachel opgestookt had wegens het kille weer 

In het  schuurtje rookte de kachel, die de tuinman opgestookt had wegens het kille weer.  

35. 

Eerder dan verwacht arriveerden de reizigers die de sneeuwstorm doorstaan hadden tijdens de lange 

overtocht.   

Eerder dan verwacht arriveerde de sneeuwstorm die de reizigers doorstaan hadden tijdens de lange 

overtocht.   

36. 

In de bedrijfskantine stond de schoonmakers die de waarschuwingsborden neergezet had om een 

ongeluk te voorkomen. 

In de bedrijfskantine stonden de waarschuwingsborden die de schoonmaker neergezet had om een 

ongeluk te voorkomen. 

37. 

Geheel onverwacht stopte de ambtenaar die de protesten gezien had op het binnenhof. 

Geheel onverwacht stopten de protesten die de ambtenaar gezien had op het binnenhof. 

38. 

In het restaurant stonden de gasten die de wijn afgekeurd hadden na de eerste slok. 

In het restaurant stond de wijn die de gasten afgekeurd hadden na de eerste slok. 

39. 

In het boek stond de kunstenaar die de schilderijen verkocht heeft aan het gemeentemuseum. 

In het boek stonden de  schilderijen die de kunstenaar verkocht heeft aan het gemeentemuseum. 

40. 

In de tuin speelden de kinderen die de oude radio gekregen hadden van de buurvrouw. 

In de tuin speelde de oude radio die de kinderen gekregen hadden van de buurvrouw. 

41. 

Aan het einde van de middag arriveerde de arts die de medicijnen gegeven heeft om de ziekte te 

behandelen. 

Aan het einde van de middag arriveerden de medicijnen die de arts gegeven heeft om de ziekte te 

behandelen. 

42. 

In het kasteel sliep de ridder die de wapens gebruikt heeft bij de veldslag. 

In het kasteel lagen de wapens die de ridder gebruikt heeft bij de veldslag. 

43. 

Buiten de kazerne viel de militair die de formulieren weggegooid had nadat ze afgekeurd waren. 

Buiten de kazerne vielen de formulieren die de militair weggegooid had nadat ze afgekeurd waren. 

44. 

Op de redactie verscheen de journalist  die de foto gemaakt had ondanks gevaar voor eigen leven. 

Op de redactie verscheen de foto die de journalist gemaakt had ondanks gevaar voor eigen leven. 

45. 

In het zonlicht glommen de ramen die de schoonmaker gepoetst had na de lunchpauze. 

In het zonlicht ontspande de schoonmaker die de ramen gepoetst had na de lunchpauze 
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46. 

Na lang aandringen kwam de loonsverhoging die werknemers verdiend hadden wegens de vele 

overuren. 

Na lang aandringen kwamen de werknemers die de loonsverhoging verdiend hadden wegens de vele 

overuren. 

47. 

In het grachtenpand stonden de klokken die de antiquair verkocht had ondanks de vele 

beschadigingen. 

In het grachtenpand woonde de antiquair die de klokken verkocht had ondanks de vele 

beschadigingen. 

48. 

In het zwembad viel de puber die de armband gekregen had voor het examenfeest. 

In het zwembad viel de armband die de puber  gekregen had voor het examenfeest. 
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Appendix B 
 

Filler sentences used in the self- paced listening experiment (SPL). 

 
1.  

In het debat sprak de agent die de detective bekritiseerd heeft vanwege zijn fouten. 

2.  

Onder veel media aandacht verscheen het rapport dat de agent verborgen had om zijn fout te 

verdoezelen. 

3.  

Geheel onverwacht overleed de directeur die de secretaresse bewonderd heeft omdat ze nauwkeurig 

was. 

4.  

Vroeg in de ochtend belde het ziekenhuis dat de grootvader behandeld heeft voor allerlei ernstige 

kwalen. 

5.  

In de nieuwsbrief verscheen het rapport dat voor veel opschudding gezorgd had bij de leraren. 

6.  

In de pauze kalmeerde de overblijfmoeder die de juf gekwetst had tijdens de scheldpartij. 

7.  

De voorzitter informeerde de kandidaten die de leden gesproken hebben voordat ze bijeen kwamen. 

8.  

De journalisten interviewden het model dat aan veel modeshows had deelgenomen. 

9.  

Tijdens het interview sprak de duiker die de wetenschapper bekritiseerd had om zijn nalatigheid. 

10 .     

In het tijdschrift verscheen het artikel dat de student geschreven had tijdens zijn afstuderen. 

11.  

De wijkagent ondervroeg de automobilist die de jongen geslagen heeft wegens grove beledigingen. 

12.. 

Meerdere weken duurde het strafproces dat velen gevolgd hebben op radio en televisie. 

13.  

Meteen na de aanhouding belde de rechercheur die de agent geslagen had na het verhoor.  

14. 

Na de aanhouding arriveerde het bewijsstuk dat een onbekende aangeleverd had in een plastic tasje.  

15. 

Volgens de ambtenaar liegt de collega die de telefoniste beschuldigd van nalatigheid.  

16. 

Tijdens de nieuwjaarsreceptie kwam een einde aan het geklaag dat ontstaan was voor de 

kerstvakantie. 

17. 

Al vrij snel vluchtten de actievoerders die de toeschouwers uitgefloten hebben tijdens de 

demonstratie.  

18. 

Al vrij snel viel het spandoek dat de actievoerders gemaakt hadden voor de demonstratie. 

19. 

De directeur schorste de medewerker die de journalist aangevallen heeft tijdens de persconferentie.  

20. 

Ondanks de zitting argwanen de aandeelhouders het besluit dat de directeur genomen heeft.  
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21. 

Erg zorgwekkend was het wak dat voor ongelukken had gezorgd tijdens het schaatsen. 

22. 

In de auto reed de tuinman die de bejaarde belachelijk gemaakt had tijdens het vissen. 

23. 

De machinist riep de conducteur die de passagier groette tijdens de reis. 

24. 

In de trein bekeek de conducteur het kaartje dat de passagier niet gestempeld had.  

25. 

In het tuinhuis leefde de bejaarde die de werkster verzorgd had tijdens haar langdurig ziekbed. 

26. 

Van het strandhuis verscheen een rapport dat de makelaar geschreven had voordat hij failliet ging. 

27. 

Achter het gordijn zat de jongen die de oppas gevraagd heeft iets anders te gaan doen.  

28. 

Het meisje dat zich voor de oppas verstopt had zat onder de tafel. 

29. 

Het schoolbestuur berispte de docent die de leerling geholpen had tijdens de zomervakantie. 

30. 

De politie verwijderde het verkeersbord dat het zicht belemmerd had op het drukke kruispunt. 

31. 

De specialist bekijkt de krant die de medewerker beschuldigd heeft na de publicatie.  

32.  

In de krant staat het artikel dat de arts met verwondering leest. 

33. 

In het hotel verbleven de toeristen die de eigenaren gefeliciteerd hebben met de nieuwe aanwinst. 

34. 

In de krant lazen de dorpelingen dat de burgemeester gewonnen heeft bij de recente verkiezingen. 

35. 

In de hangar zocht de reparateur het schroefje dat was gevallen tijdens het nakijken van de motor. 

36. 

Tijdens de bijeenkomst mopperde de piloot die de knecht had laten struikelen. 

37. 

De groothandel beloonde de bedrijfsleider die de medewerker ontslagen heeft wegens zijn slechte 

prestaties. 

38. 

Het winkelpersoneel was ervan overtuigd dat de directeur gefraudeerd heeft met zijn laatste 

belastingaangifte. 

39. 

De toeschouwers zagen de woordvoerder die de ambtenaar probeerde te kalmeren na het rumoerige 

overleg. 

40. 

De toeschouwers hoorden het lawaai dat de deur veroorzaakt had toen de minister hem kwaad 

dichtgooide. 

41. 

In het restaurant zaten de gasten die de kelners beledigd hadden terwijl ze wijn serveerden.  

42. 

De gasten prezen het menu dat de kok bedacht heeft voor het bruiloftsfeest. 

43. 

In de krant verscheen het artikel dat de journalist geschreven had naar aanleiding van het misdrijf. 
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44. 

Met lood in zijn schoenen vertrok de speler die de trainer niet verder geholpen had omdat hij niet 

gemotiveerd was. 

45. 

De familie begroette de neef die de jubilaris uitgenodigd had wegens zijn goede humeur. 

46. 

Op het feestje speelde het orkest dat de gastvrouw ingehuurd heeft hoewel ze muziek haatte. 

47. 

In het programmaboekje stond het lied dat gezongen werd voor de show. 

48. 

Op de foto stond de zanger die de acteur begroet had na de voorstelling. 

49. 

In het kasteel woonde de landheer die de koning toesprak tijdens het gala. 

50. 

De knecht toonde het schilderij dat de heer gekregen heeft tijdens het gala.  

51. 

In de krant stond het vonnis dat de rechter uitgesproken had tijdens de zitting. 

52. 

Vol trots sprak de veilingmeester die de groothandel belazerd had met de inkoopprijs. 

53. 

Plotseling viel de dochter die de moeder omhelst had bij het afscheid.  

54. 

Bij het afscheid bleef het niet droog vanwege de mooie toespraak.  

55. 

Op het politiebureau arriveerde het wapen dat gevonden was op de plaats van het misdrijf. 

56. 

Tijdens de bingo arriveerde de bejaarde die de conciërge geduwd had tijdens de ruzie.  

57. 

Tijdens de regenbui schuilden de hardlopers die de toeschouwers aangemoedigd hebben voor de 

wedstrijd. 

58. 

De regenbui verpeste het festival dat in de openlucht plaatsvond. 

59. 

In het programma verscheen de man die de journalist belachelijk gemaakt had om zijn slechte smaak. 

60. 

In de krant verscheen het artikel dat de journalist geschreven had met zijn partner. 

61. 

Tijdens de storm aten de matrozen die de kapitein verveeld hadden tijdens de lange reis.  

62. 

De matrozen schrobden het dek dat vies geworden was door de lange reis. 

63. 

Op het bureau lag het stageverslag dat de student met zorg geschreven had in de vakantie. 

64. 

Direct na het aanbod belde de leraar die de begeleider voorgesteld had na het gesprek.  

65. 

In het ziekenhuis berichtte de arts over het ongeluk dat was gebeurd tijdens de hevige sneeuwval. 

66. 

Op het consultatiebureau zat de kleuter die de baby aangestoken had met de waterpokken. 

67. 

Laat op de avond belde de klant die de serveerster beledigd had tijdens haar lunchpauze. 
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68. 

Op de bar stond het drankje dat de dame besteld had tijdens haar lunchpauze. 

69. 

Op het bureau overhandigde de agent het verslag dat de verdachte geschreven  had na de spoedige 

arrestatie. 

70. 

Op het bureau waarschuwde de agent de medewerker die de zwerver aangevallen had op een 

onbewaakt  moment. 

71. 

Eindelijk arriveerde de jachtopziener die de jager uitgenodigd had omdat hij een voorstel had. 

72. 

De koster vertelde de dominee dat de kerkdienst vroegtijdig beëindigd werd door zijn vervanger. 

73. 

In de hal bekeek de scheidsrechter het puntenoverzicht dat was opgesteld naar aanleiding van de 

vorige wedstrijden. 

74. 

De scheidsrechter bekeek de hooligan die de voetballer bespuugd had uit frustratie. 

75. 

Boven verwachting presteerde de voetballer die de trainer aanbevolen had omdat hij beroemd was. 

76. 

De jazz pianist speelde op het feest dat de familie georganiseerd had voor de jarige. 

77. 

In het lokaal vond de leraar het spiekbriefje dat iemand op de grond had laten vallen tijdens de 

repetitie aardrijkskunde.  

78. 

In de gang stond de leraar die de tweedejaars student uitgedaagd had tijdens een naschoolse activiteit.  

79. 

De jagers beschoten de tijger die de leeuw achtervolgd had toen hij verwond was.  

80. 

Volgens velen verwachtte de directeur dat de secretaresse genotuleerd had omdat ze pen en papier bij 

zich had.  

81. 

In het kantoor zat de chef die de klant gesproken heeft tijdens de lunch.  

82. 

De gasten bekritiseerde het eten dat eerder goed in de smaak gevallen was.  

83. 

Voor de discotheek stond de uitsmijter die zijn collega vervangen had tijdens de kerstperiode.  

84. 

Het bloemstuk dat de klant vergeten was op te halen stond in de winkel.  

85. 

Ondanks de waarschuwingen vochten de supporters die de voetballers beledigd hadden tijdens de 

wedstrijd. 

86. 

De betogers kwamen in actie tegen het verdrag dat tegen de mensenrechten indruiste. 

87. 

Op de universiteit verscheen het bericht dat de professor geschreven had om de regels te verscherpen. 

88. 

De universiteit berichtte de student die de professor verkeerd behandeld had tijdens een recente 

bijeenkomst. 
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89. 

In de mediatheek controleerde de cursist zijn verslag dat hij met veel moeite in elkaar gezet had toen 

hij ziek was. 

90. 

In de koffiekamer klaagde de cursist tegen de coördinator die de vakdocent ingeschakeld had tijdens 

het heftige conflict. 

91. 

Voor zonsopgang omsingelden de  agenten het huis dat gehuurd werd door beruchte criminelen. 

92. 

De pers fotografeerde de overvaller die de agent ten onrechte neergeschoten had tijdens de mislukte 

bankoverval.  

93. 

In de kantine bekeek de trainer het zakje drugs dat de spelers gevonden hadden tijdens de eerste 

pauze. 

94. 

De trainer verafschuwde de jongen die het meisje geslagen had tijdens de basketbal wedstrijd.  

95. 

In de gemeenschapsruimte bekeek de directeur het gebroken raam dat bij de medewerkers voor veel 

opschudding had gezorgd. 

96. 

Aan het einde van de dag riep de directeur de medewerker die de bezorger geholpen had 

onmiddellijk bij zich. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


